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1 
Introduction  
In the United States, the general understanding of what defines barbecue varies greatly. 
For many Americans, barbecue symbolizes the Weber grill in their backyard on which burgers 
get flipped.  For others, barbecue comes to life with the addition of their favorite sticky, sweet 
barbecue sauce. For West-Coasters, barbecue can be the weekend hangout around which a 
grilled skirt steak is enjoyed, as often suggested by Sunset magazine.  However, in the South—
the states in the southeastern region of the United States and, for all inclusive purposes, Texas—
barbecue is something different. Depending where you are in the region, the kind of barbecue 
that is held sacred varies, replicating the intense regionalism that characterizes the South.  
Barbecue can be sliced brisket or smoked sausage links in Texas; whole hog barbecue in eastern 
North Carolina or the Piedmont style pork shoulders of western North Carolina; chopped mutton 
in Kentucky; or pork ribs in St. Louis.  Despite these variances, for Southern barbecue 
connoisseurs, no matter their preference of sauce, meat, or sides, there is one definitive thing that 
makes barbecue true barbecue: the process of slow cooking meat over hardwood coals.  In his 
speech at the Southern Foodways Alliance conference in Oxford, Mississippi—an event often 
referred to as the Barbecue Summit—sociologist and barbecue expert John Shelton Reed stated, 
“I don’t think you can really understand the South if you don’t understand barbecue—as a food, 
process, and event.”1   The ritualized process of making barbecue tells you something about its 
                                                 
1 Calvin Trillin, “In Defense of the True ‘Cue: Keeping Pork Pure in North Carolina,” The New 
Yorker, 36.  John Shelton Reed is a former professor of sociology at the University of North 
Carolina and the author and/or editor of many books dealing with the contemporary South.  He is 
also a member of the Southern Foodways Alliance and the North Carolina Barbecue Society.   
Reed is the cofounder of The Campaign for Real Barbecue, a campaign that exists “to celebrate 
and to promote barbecue’s wood-cooking heritage; to identify and to honor those who stay true 
to the traditions of their place and provide the benchmark for Real Barbecue; and to educate 
eaters about the barbecue tradition and the difference between Real Barbecue and faux ‘cue.”  In 
order to achieve these goals, the Campaign has established a program of certifications which 
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past.  Barbecue is not simply a beloved food, rather, like other foods, it is a lens through which 
complicated historical processes involving power, boundaries, belonging, and culture are 
revealed. 
Southern barbecue has a long history in the United States. However, with technological 
developments, the face of southern barbecue has transformed. While barbecue can be achieved 
by way of indirect grilling, barrel smokers with fire boxes, and even electric smokers, what really 
makes barbecue real southern barbecue is the cooking process.   Therefore, traditional southern 
barbecue is pit barbecue: meat slow cooked at a low temperature over hardwood logs, such as 
oak or hickory, that have been burnt down to coals in a pit.  While historically the pit is a shallow 
trench dug in the ground across which saplings or a gridiron is placed, nowadays, at traditional 
southern barbecue restaurants, due to state and federal health code regulations, above-ground pits 
are built, preserving the centuries old cooking method while simultaneously adapting to 
contemporary constraints.  In the pit, the fatty juices of the meat fall onto the hot coals, 
producing smoke that penetrates the flesh.  Soaked chunks of hardwood, such as hickory or oak, 
can also be added to the coals to produce smoke.  The meat is basted throughout the cooking 
process with a concoction made of vinegar and spices.  Sometimes, before cooking, the meat is 
rubbed down with a simple mix of spices.  The wait is long and the work is hard.  In order to 
achieve barbecue perfection, the pitmaster—a name commonly given to an individual who 
operates a barbecue pit—must constantly monitor the pit.  The timing must be exact.  The 
temperature must be just right.  If too much grease falls on the coals, the entire pit could catch on 
fire.  Fresh coals must always be ready to replenish those being used.  This requires one to 
                                                                                                                                                             
“recognize barbecue restaurants that cook the style of barbecue traditional in their area and rely 
solely on wood for heat.”  Currently the Campaign exists in North Carolina, South Carolina, and 
Kentucky.  "The Campaign for Real Barbecue," The Campaign for Real Barbecue: Certified 
Wood Cooked, accessed May 3, 2016, http://www.truecue.org/true-cue-usa/. 
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constantly be burning hardwood logs. If the pit is too hot, the meat will burn and be tough.  If the 
pit is too cold, the meat will get cured instead of cooked.  While monitoring the pit around the 
clock, the pitmaster often inhales more smoke than the meat absorbs.  The labor is backbreaking 
and exhausting, but for many the final product is worth it.  Despite the inconvenient and time-
consuming nature of the process, traditional southern barbecue survives today and is cherished 
by many barbecue enthusiasts.  The persistence of this tradition is deeply rooted in southern 
barbecue’s long standing existence in America.  
 Since the 1980s, there has been a steady increase in the publication of books solely 
dedicated to barbecue.  Most of the books that focus on barbecue are concerned with 
contemporary recipes and where readers can find the best barbecue restaurants.  However, in the 
last decade or so, more books have been published on the history of barbecue, addressing the 
evolution of barbecue not only as a beloved food but also as a grill structure, cooking process, 
and social event.  By far, the most comprehensive historical text on barbecue is Robert F. Moss’s 
Barbecue: The History of an American Institution, which draws on hundreds of sources, 
including newspaper articles, private journals, travel narratives, and letters, to trace the history of 
barbecue from its Indigenous origins to the present day.  Moss’s extensive work is an exception 
to the field; most of the other literature written on barbecue focuses very little on its history 
before the twentieth century.2  In addition to the fact that primary sources documenting barbecue 
                                                 
2 In addition to Robert Moss, Barbecue: The History of an American Institution (Tuscaloosa, AL: 
University of Alabama Press, 2010), the literature includes John Egerton, Southern Food: At 
Home, On the Road, in History (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1987); 
Bob Garners, North Carolina Barbecue: Flavored by Time (Winston-Salem, NC: John F. Blair, 
1996); Lolis Eric Elie’s Smokestack Lightning: Adventures in the Heart of Barbecue Country 
(New York: Farrar, Strauss, and Giroux, 1996);  Dotty Griffith’s Celebrating Barbecue: The 
Ultimate Guide to America’s Four Regional Styles of ‘Cue (New York: Simon & Schuster, 
2002); the Southern Foodways Alliance’s Cornbread Nation 2: The United States of Barbecue, 
edited by Lolis Eric Elie (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 2004);   John 
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prior to 1900 are not aggregated, this lack of attention can also be ascribed to the fact that the 
regional varieties known today evolved out of a transformation in barbecue at the turn of the 
twentieth century.3  For most of the nineteenth century, barbecue, as an event, cooking process, 
and food, was relatively homogeneous throughout the South.  Barbecues were outdoor events at 
which whole animal carcasses were roasted over a bed of coals in a pit dug in the ground.  The 
meat was basted and served with what resembles today’s Eastern North Carolina barbecue sauce: 
a mixture of salt, pepper, red pepper, and vinegar or water. Beginning in the 1890s, itinerant 
barbecue men began selling their barbecue out of tents at special events such as school 
commencements, fairs, public celebrations for national holidays, and court days. Thus, towards 
the end of the nineteenth century, southern barbecue began to change as it became a commercial 
product.4 
Out of these early commercial enterprises evolved the barbecue restaurant, what I would 
argue had the greatest influence on the regionalization of barbecue.  At the outdoor events of the 
nineteenth century, there was typically a wide range of meat being barbecued because 
community members donated whatever animals they had.  As barbecue became commercial, the 
                                                                                                                                                             
Shelton Reed and Dale Vosberg Reed’s Holy Smoke: The Big Book of North Carolina Barbecue 
(Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 2008); The Slaw and the Slow Cooked: 
Culture and Barbecue in the Mid-South (Nashville, TN: Vanderbilt University Press, 2011) 
edited by James Veteto and Edward Maclin; Robb Walsh’s Legends of Texas Barbecue 
Cookbook (San Francisco: Chronicle Books, 2002) and  Barbecue Crossroads: Notes & Recipes 
from a Southern Odyssey (Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 2013). 
3 In Texas and surrounding states, brisket is a regional favorite.  In the piedmont of North 
Carolina, pork shoulders served with a vinegar and ketchup sauce is the definitive type of 
barbecue, while in eastern North Carolina, whole hogs are roasted, chopped, and served with a 
vinegar and red pepper sauce (the addition of any type of tomato based product is considered a 
sin). In parts of Kentucky, mutton is typically the barbecue of choice.  In Kansas City and Saint 
Louis, ribs are very popular, and Kansas City is renowned for its thick sweet, tomato based 
sauce. 
4 Robert F. Moss, Barbecue: The History of an American Institution (Tuscaloosa, AL: University 
of Alabama Press, 2010), 3, 129. 
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constraints of running a restaurant forced barbecue restaurateurs to standardize their product.  
Instead of offering a wide variety of different meats, they settled on one or two standard products 
to serve, which often reflected the meat most readily available and affordable in a particular 
region.5  For example, in North Carolina, where there was and is a large hog industry, pork 
became the meat of choice, no matter the cut; in Texas, where there was a large cattle ranching 
industry, beef became popular.  Another factor in the regionalization of barbecue was the 
informal apprenticeship system that arose: young men, often family members, would work under 
an established pitmaster in their community and after learning the craft, they would often open 
up their own barbecue restaurant.6  This early apprenticeship system did not only teach the tricks 
of the trade but also helped to establish a distinctive style of barbecue in a specific region.  Local 
ingredients and the influences of immigrant cultures, on an upswing in the late nineteenth 
century, also contributed to regional variances.  The defining characteristics of regional styles 
include the type and cut of meat, the way the meat is served (chopped, pulled, sliced), the 
accompanying side dishes, and the type of sauce. However, despite these regional differences, 
one commonality remained: the meat was slow cooked using hardwood coals.  Generally, 
barbecue restaurants were, and for the most part still are, affordable, casual dining operations.  
By World War II, the regional styles of southern barbecue that are still popular today, were 
firmly established.7   
                                                 
5 Moss, Barbecue, 132.  
6 However, Moss is making an implicit class and race evaluation. For one, it takes capital to open 
a restaurant.  Secondly, it would be difficult for an African American man to open up a 
restaurant in the era of Jim Crow.  Moss, Barbecue, 132. 
7 The Great Migration of the early twentieth century also played a large role in the development 
of regional barbecue styles in urban centers in the upper South and outside the South.  These 
cities include Kansas City, Missouri; Memphis, Tennessee; and Chicago, Illinois. 
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A major reason for the rise in the publication of books dedicated solely to barbecue, in a 
historical and cultural context or simply as a cookbook, is the fear that this southern tradition 
may be disappearing.  In the South, let alone the rest of the United States, it is becoming harder 
and harder to find traditional southern barbecue—that is, meat slow cooked using hardwood 
coals.  Many Americans do not even recognize that the cooking process is what defines real 
barbecue, and instead believe that the addition of a sweet, store bought sauce—which most likely 
contains liquid smoke additives—can make any meat (or meat substitute) barbecue.  Americans’ 
changing perceptions of what defines barbecue and the disappearance of traditional barbecue 
restaurants in the South can be linked to major cultural, economic, and agricultural shifts in the 
second half of the Twentieth Century.  The postwar period saw an expansion in the 
commercialization of products and a boom in consumerism.  Between 1930 and 1960, backyard 
grilling, commonly called “barbecuing,” became popular in suburban America.  Postwar 
manufacturers saw a market and started producing new backyard grills and fuels, such as the 
Weber grill (which hit the market in 1952) and charcoal briquettes. By the 1960s, the first gas-
fired grills were introduced, making backyard grilling even more convenient.8  Around the same 
time, with the rise of commercial food producers such as Kraft and Heinz, barbecue sauce 
became a commercially manufactured product.  Unlike the vinegar and pepper sauces of 
nineteenth century barbecue, commercial barbecue sauce, contained sugar along with other 
commercially prepared products, such as ketchup and Worcestershire sauce, and were inspired 
by the Kansas City style barbecue sauce.9  Thus, by the 1960s, for many Americans “barbecue” 
was synonymous with cooking on a charcoal or gas grill and the use of commercial barbecue 
sauce.  
                                                 
8 Moss, Barbecue, 186-187. 
9 Ibid., 188-193. 
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In the South, restaurateurs dedicated to the southern barbecue tradition have faced many 
challenges in the last few decades.  For one, hardwood, such as hickory and oak, has become 
harder to obtain and therefore more expensive. In an interview with John Shelton Reed, Samuel 
Jones of the infamous Skylight Inn in Ayden, North Carolina, noted, “Now the wood is 
something that’s getting harder to come by… When I was a boy, we stacked the wood as tall as 
our building, probably six or eight rows, twenty feet high.  Now you can’t find that much 
wood.”10  Unfortunately, a hardwood shortage is not the only thing hurting the southern barbecue 
tradition.  The industrialization and vertical integration of livestock production and meatpacking, 
the fast food industry, strict health code regulations, and the advent of gas and electric smokers 
and ovens, have also made it harder to find traditional southern barbecue.  While the 
industrialization of agriculture and rise of fast food have changed the entire American food 
system as a whole, the effect of health code regulations and technological innovations are unique 
to the barbecue industry.  More and more barbecue restaurants are turning to gas and electric 
smokers because they are a cheaper and easier way to make barbecue and better comply with 
health code laws. In many states, such as North Carolina, it has become increasingly difficult, if 
not near impossible, to procure a license to run a wood-burning barbecue operation.11  While 
many producers of gas and electric smokers, such as Southern Pride and Ole Hickory Pits, claim 
that their smokers use wood, the reality is that they burn wood chips of hardwood in a small 
smoke-box using heat generated by gas or electricity to fill the stainless steel cooking chamber 
with smoke.  With a press of a button to set the desired temperature, the machine does all the 
work and the expertise needed to execute traditional pit barbecue becomes unnecessary.  
                                                 
10 John Shelton Reed and Dale Volberg Reed, Holy Smoke: The Big Book of North Carolina 
Barbecue(Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 2008), 207-208. 
11 Moss, Barbecue, 224. 
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Faced with the threat of a centuries old tradition perishing due to industrialization and 
modernization, in addition to the proliferation of literature there has been an emerging interest in 
revitalization and preservation of traditional southern barbecue, particularly in the last two 
decades.  Barbecue purists, such as John Shelton Reed, have hunted down the remaining 
barbecue operations, many of them owned by the same family for generations, that still cook 
their meat low and slow over hardwood coals in a pit.  Young, new pitmasters dedicated to the 
hardwood ways of the past, like Aaron Franklin of Franklin Barbecue in Austin, Texas and 
Rodney Scott of Scott’s Variety in Hemingway, South Carolina, have also started to appear on 
the scene.  Classically trained and James Beard award winning chefs, such as Tim Bryes of 
Smoke in Dallas, Texas, have recently discovered the wonders of southern barbecue, creating 
innovative barbecue dishes using hardwood coals in a pit at their upscale restaurants.  
So why does any of the history of barbecue matter?  In this desire to embrace tradition 
and go back to the old days when barbecue was only cooked with hardwood, there has also been 
a revisiting and revisioning of history.  The history that many barbecue scholars choose to recall 
only spans the twentieth century and often only reflects the more palatable aspects of this history.  
In limiting the historical discussion of barbecue to the twentieth century, some of the most 
formative years of the tradition in the preceding centuries are ignored. Therefore, unlike most of 
the existing literature in the field, with the exception of Moss’s Barbecue: The History of an 
American Institution, this project gives a history of barbecue before the Civil War.  Embedded 
within this history are issues of gender, race, and class that encapsulate the experiences of 
colonialism and slavery in the American South.  Moving chronologically, this project maps 
barbecue’s transformation from an Indigenous American structure and practice into a southern 
tradition and attempts to analyze southern barbecue in a socioeconomic context.  While Moss’s 
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text laid the groundwork for much of my research, this project expands on issues, I believe, 
require more attention.  Although Moss’s book briefly discusses barbecue as an Indigenous 
practice and structure, I have attempted to further elaborate on these early beginnings and 
reconstruct these practices by using images and texts from the colonial period.  Instead of using 
these colonial images purely for illustrative purposes, as Moss does, I have utilized them as 
documents of history.  I have also attempted to confront barbecue’s history, putting barbecue, as 
a food, cooking process, and event, in dialogue with the institution of slavery.  Moss’s work only 
briefly discusses the role of slavery in the production of barbecue and the role of the enslaved in 
developing barbecue as a cooking method and food, and isolates these facts from the larger 
narrative he constructs.  Finally, I analyze nineteenth century barbecue recipes while keeping in 
mind the socioeconomic conditions that characterize southern society, something Moss does not 
do.   
The first chapter, “Origins,” focuses on the Indigenous American background of 
barbecue, both as a structure and a cooking practice.  The chapter begins by unpacking the 
etymology of the word “barbecue.”  Only by doing so can one access the Indigenous roots of 
barbecue and clearly see the transformation of barbecue from an Indigenous structure and 
practice into a southern tradition.  European colonial accounts from the sixteenth and eighteenth 
centuries provide a lens through which Indigenous barbecue practices can be reconstructed.  The 
way in which different Native American tribes utilized the barbecue structure depended heavily 
upon their location within the southeastern region of North America.  The variance in the use of 
the structure, whether it be for roasting or smoking, then affected the colonial adoption of the 
barbecue structure and practice.  The chapter also attempts to track whether barbecue, as an 
Indigenous practice, was gendered.  Today, barbecue is largely considered a masculine activity, 
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however, in examining sixteenth and eighteenth century Indigenous barbecue practices through 
European colonial accounts, it becomes harder to locate whether or not barbecue was originally 
male dominated.  
The second chapter, “18th  & 19th Century Barbecue Events,” maps barbecue’s evolution 
into a social event in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.  In Tidewater Virginia, barbecue 
was transformed from an Indigenous structure and cooking method into a colonial event and 
practice.   Although this transformation was partly due to the convergence of Native American, 
English, and West African cultures, the establishment of barbecue as a social event was heavily 
influenced by the values of Tidewater plantation society and shaped by the institution of slavery.  
Under these conditions, the Indigenous practice of smoking or roasting meat on a wooden 
structure over a fire transformed  into southern barbecue, the slow roasting of meat over 
hardwood coals in a pit.  In the hands of the Virginia gentry,  the production of barbecue was 
predicated on the labor of the enslaved, and as a social event, reinforced the social and racial 
hierarchies of plantation society.  Once firmly established as a tradition among the Tidewater 
elite, barbecue spread south and west with migrating settlers.  After the American Revolution 
and on the southern frontier, barbecue shed its elite origins and its meaning once again 
transformed.  Out of this transformation of the Tidewater plantation barbecue, the Fourth of July 
barbecue and political campaign barbecue were born.  On the frontier, barbecues were forms of 
democratic celebration that brought together all citizens, regardless of social standing, to express 
their shared civic values.  However, considering that citizenship was limited to white men and 
the production of barbecue continued to rely on the labor of enslaved black men, in actuality the 
antebellum barbecue event functioned as a constructed space in which white men could celebrate 
their own liberty, one that was based on their shared whiteness and masculinity.   
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The third chapter, “Southern Housewives: White Women and Barbecue Recipes in the 
Antebellum Period,” focuses on the publication of barbecue recipes by elite white women in the 
antebellum South.   This trend is particularly interesting because in the Antebellum South 
barbecue was made by enslaved black men at events predominantly held and attended by white 
men.  While these events did not necessarily exclude white women from participating, they 
functioned as space in which white male mastery and liberty were celebrated, something white 
women were definitely not included in.  By writing and publishing barbecue recipes, elite white 
women appropriated the intellectual and culinary expertise of enslaved black men and in 
transcribing the barbecue tradition for a wider audience, they also claimed the right to 
unquestionably ascribe themselves to the intellectual and scientific right of discovery over 
barbecue.  In doing so, these women also asserted a dominance that functioned as a way to 
counter their own marginalization by the white men around them.   
It is important to note that this project is not a comprehensive “history of barbecue.”  As 
mentioned earlier, the narrative of barbecue in the South, let alone the United States, is 
incredibly long and complicated.  While this project originally hoped to map the transformations 
of barbecue all the way up until the present day, because of barbecue’s extensive history and the 
project’s time constraints, this was impossible.  Therefore, this project only gives a history of 
barbecue up until the Civil War.  With this time period in mind, this project also fails to discuss 
the role of barbecue in the lives of enslaved black men, women, and children in the South prior 
to emancipation, an important experience that should be better researched and reconstructed by 
future barbecue scholars. In addition, this project also fails to discuss the relationship between 
religion and barbecue.  At the very least, by exploring and unpacking parts of this early history 
of southern barbecue, this project hopes to illuminate barbecue’s role in the complicated 
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historical processes involving race, gender, and class that are embedded within American 
history.  
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Origins 
 
Although some southern barbecue connoisseurs will argue that barbecue can only be a 
noun (some go even further to say that barbecue can only be pork), historically and linguistically 
the word “barbecue” can be a noun or a verb.  The Oxford English Dictionary has multiple 
entries for “barbecue” as a noun and for “barbecue” as a verb. In chronological order, “barbecue” 
describes a wooden structure on which meat can be roasted or cured above a fire; the act or 
process of slow roasting or curing meat over fire (using the structure); the social event at which 
whole animals are barbecued, or slow roasted; and finally “barbecue” as a food. 
Barbecue, as a structure, originated among the various Native American tribes in the 
Caribbean and along the eastern coast of North America.12  The English word “barbecue” is 
derived from the Spanish word “barbacoa.”  When the Spanish began exploring the Caribbean in 
the early sixteenth century, they witnessed the Native peoples using a framework of sticks to 
support meat over fires.13  Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo was the first to use the word in his 
1526 account of the Caribbean, De la historia General y Natural de las Indians.14  “Barbacoa” is 
essentially a corrupted version of the Taino word for a structure the Oxford English Dictionary 
(OED) describes as “a framework of sticks set upon posts.”  While roasting meat over fire was 
not a novel concept in the slightest, the word used to describe the structure was unique.  
Depending on how high the platform was raised above the fire, the meat on top would either be 
                                                 
12 Moss, Barbecue, 2.  
13 John Shelton Reed, “There’s a word for it--The Origins of ‘Barbecue’,” Southern Cultures 
(2007), 139.  
14 Jessica B. Harris, “Caribbean Connection,” in Cornbread Nation 2 ed. by Lolis Eric Elie, 
(Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 2004), 16. 
1
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slow roasted or cured.15 The raised platform structure was not exclusively used for cooking, but 
was also used as a raised bed and to keep corn off the ground.  
“Barbacoa” was soon translated into the word “barbecue.” However, in its translation the 
meaning of the word was also transformed.  The word “barbecue” first appeared in the English 
language in 1661 and was used to describe a process of cooking or curing rather than to describe 
a structure.  In a poem in his travel narrative, Jamaica Viewed, Edmund Hickeringill used 
“barbecue” to describe an act of Indigenous cannibalism: “But usually their Slaves, when captive 
ta’ne, / Are to the English sold; and some are slain, / And their Flesh forthwith Barbecu’d and eat 
/ By them, their Wives and Children as choice meat.”16  About thirty years later in 1690, Aphra 
Behn, a famous English playwright, used the word in her widely popular play about Bacon’s 
Rebellion,  The Widdow Ranter or, The History of Bacon in Virginia.  In the scene, an angry mob 
wants to kill the character Colonel Wellman and yells, “Let’s barbicu this fat Rogue.”17  Like 
Hickeringill, Behn uses the word to describe a cooking method. Her use of the word is also 
notable because it means that “barbecue” had to be a common enough concept to be used on 
stage in London.  Thus from its inception in the English language, in the colonial Americas and 
England, “barbecue” was used to describe a process of slow cooking more so than to describe the 
structure on which the cooking was done.18 
                                                 
15
 Reed, “There’s a word for it,” 139. 
16 Edmund Hickeringill, “Jamaica Viewed,” in Caribbeana: An Anthology of English Literature 
of the West Indies, 1657-1777 ed. by Thomas W. Krise, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1999), 46. 
17 Aphra Behn, Sir Patient Fancy, The Amorous Prince, The Widow Ranter, The Younger 
Brother, ed. Montague Summers, vol. IV, The Works of Aphra Behn (London: William 
Heinmann; Stratford-on-Avon: A. H. Bullen, 1915), 263, accessed April 3, 2016, 
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/27273/27273-h/27273-h.htm. 
18 Reed, “There’s a word for it,” 141. 
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 English colonists throughout the Caribbean and on the east coast of North America, 
quickly adopted what they considered an Indigenous method of cooking.  In the Anglo colonial 
context, the meaning of barbecue transformed once again.  By 1733 the word “barbecue” was 
used to describe a social event “usually in the open air, at which animals are roasted whole, and 
other provisions liberally supplied.”19 In the decades preceding the Revolution, George 
Washington wrote in his journal multiple times about attending barbecues.  For example, in 1769 
Washington wrote, “Went up to Alexandria to a Barbecue and stayed all Night.”20  He even 
threw a barbecue of his own in 1773, writing, “Went to a Barbicue of my own giving at 
Accotinck.”  Therefore, by the mid-1700s, “barbecue” was used to describe the structure on 
which meat could be slow roasted or cured, however, it was also used to describe the process of 
slow roasting the meat on that structure.  The word was now also used to describe the event at 
which meat would be barbecued using a barbecue structure.  But the word “barbecue” had still 
not been used to describe the end product that was served at a barbecue after being barbecued.   
John Shelton Reed notes that the earliest use of the word “barbecue” to describe barbecued meat 
was in 1808.  On the floor of Congress, Representative Josiah Quincy denounced the kind of 
partisan stump speech delivered “in this quarter of the country [the South] … while the gin 
circulated, while the barbecue was roasting.”21  The use of “barbecue” to describe the end 
product of the barbecue process became increasingly popular throughout the nineteenth century.  
In the English language, the word “barbecue” continuously changed in meaning, and 
often even in spelling.  In understanding the transformations of the word “barbecue,” one can 
better understand the transformations of the practice and the evolution of the Southern barbecue 
                                                 
19  "barbecue, n," in OED Online, accessed March 04, 2016, 
http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/15409?rskey=4N1mmh&result=1&isAdvanced=false. 
20 Reed, “There’s a word for it,” 143. 
21 Ibid., 145.  
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tradition.  Furthermore, tracing the origins of the word “barbecue” becomes the only avenue 
through which barbecue’s Indigenous past can be accessed.  Therefore, it is important to first 
understand the etymology of the word “barbecue” in order to explore the transformation of 
barbecue from an Indigenous structure and practice into a Southern tradition.   
Indigenous Barbecue Practices: Roasting or Smoking?   
Colonial accounts from the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries confirm that barbecue 
structures, sometimes referred to as scaffolds or hurdles, were used throughout the southeastern 
region of North America by various Native groups.   Although the structure was not used 
exclusively for cooking purposes, when used over a fire it functioned to roast and broil meat for 
immediate consumption or to smoke and dry meat for preservation.  By the late sixteenth century 
images depicting Indigenous people and practices in the Americas were appearing in print 
throughout Europe primarily at the hands of Theodore de Bry.  De Bry, an engraver and 
publisher originally from Liege, Belgium, was interested in producing illustrations of and 
publishing the accounts coming back to Europe from the Americas.  Considering that de Bry 
never travelled across the Atlantic himself, most, if not all, of his images were embellished 
copies of others’ drawings and paintings.  
In many early colonial accounts, descriptions and illustrations of Indigenous cooking and 
preservation methods are given in great detail, barbecue not excluded.  In 1590, de Bry published 
an edition of Thomas Hariot’s A Briefe and True Report of the New Found Land of Virginia 
illustrated with his engravings. Thomas Hariot along with artist and cartographer John White 
were members of the 1585 Roanoke expedition led by Sir Walter Raleigh that landed them on 
the outer banks of North Carolina.  During their thirteen month stay on Roanoke Island, White 
produced over seventy watercolor drawings of indigenous people, plants, and animals with the 
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intention of bringing back accurate depictions of the New World to Europe.22  While White’s 
original images were not published until the twentieth century, in his publication of A Briefe and 
True Report, de Bry replicated and embellished upon White’s watercolor drawings.   
In an engraving that depicts Amerindians cooking fish on a wooden structure over a fire, 
De Bry recreated one of White’s original watercolor.   White’s illustration is devoid of any 
people or background, simply depicting a wooden structure on which two fish are “broyling” 
over a small, smoky fire.  The structure, which matches the description of the “barbacoa” written 
by Oviedo in 1526, is composed of four forked wooden posts that hold up four wooden sticks.  
Across these sticks six other sticks are placed, creating a grill.  On the right side of the structure, 
two fish are stabbed with sticks that are planted in the ground and tilted towards the fire.  The 
                                                 
22 "John White Drawings/Theodor De Bry Engravings," Virtual Jamestown, accessed March 4, 
2016, http://www.virtualjamestown.org/images/white_debry_html/introduction.html. 
John White, “Cooking Fish,” 1585-1586, image, The British Museum, 
accessed March 3, 2016, 
http://www.virtualjamestown.org/images/white_debry_html/white44.html. 
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fire itself is very low with minimal flames and small clouds of smoke, and there seems to be hot 
red coals under the logs. At the bottom of the image the caption reads “The broyling of their fish 
ouer th’ flame of fier.”  Although the caption claims that the fish are broiling, which essentially 
means to burn or char with fire23, the fire in the image is relatively low and there appears to be 
more smoke than flame.  Due to their distance from the flame, it seems more likely that the fish 
atop the grill were either being slow roasted or smoked for preservation rather than being broiled.  
With that said, the fish on the vertical spit would more likely be broiled due to their closeness to 
the fire and hot coals.    
                                                 
23"broil, v.1," in OED Online, last modified February 2016, accessed March 5, 2016, 
http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/23617?rskey=z3R0nx&result=4. 
Theodor de Bry, “The brovvyllinge of their fishe ouer the flame,” image, John Carter Brown Library, accessed 
March 3, 2016, http://www.virtualjamestown.org/images/white_debry_html/debry44.html. 
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In addition to the caption, Hariot’s description of what he calls a “hurdle” is also 
provided.  Not only does Hariot describe the structure itself, he also discusses the way in which 
he has witnessed it being used:  
AFter they haue taken store of fishe, they gett them vnto a place fitt to dress yt. Ther they 
sticke vpp in the grownde 4. stakes in a square roome, and lay 4 potes vppon them, and 
others ouer thwart the same like vnto an hurdle, of sufficient heighte. and layinge their 
fishe vppon this hurdle, they make a fyre vndernea the to broile the same, not after the 
manner of the people of Florida, which doe but schorte, and harden their meate in the 
smoke onlye to Reserue the same duringe all the winter. For this people reseruinge 
nothinge for store, thei do broile, and spend away all att once and when they haue further 
neede, they roste or seethe fresh, as wee shall see heraffter. And when as the hurdle can 
not holde all the fishes, they hange the Rest by the fyrres on sticks sett vpp in the grounde 
against the fyre, and than they finishe the rest of their cookerye. They take good heede 
that they bee not burntt. When the first are broyled they lay others on, that weare newlye 
broughte, continuinge the dressinge of their meate in this sorte, vntill they thincke they 
haue sufficient.24 
In his description of the “hurdle,” Hariot does not give any dimensions for the structure.  This is 
particularly interesting since by profession Hariot was a scientist and mathematician.  Rather 
than giving exact numbers or even approximating the structure’s size, he simply states that the 
four posts were positioned to form a “square roome” and that the “hurdle” was built to a 
“sufficient height.”  Hariot’s vague commentary on the size of the structure leads one to question 
how close he actually got to it.  Both Hariot’s description and White’s watercolor do not give any 
hint to the size of the structure they saw.  Only in de Bry’s rendition of the barbecue structure, in 
which he takes the liberty to place two men on either side of it, does the viewer get a sense of its 
                                                 
24 Thomas Hariot, A Briefe and True Report of the New Found Land of Virginia, illus. Theodor 
de Bry, trans. Richard Hakluyt (1590; repr., New York: J. Sabin & Sons, 1871), 53, accessed 
April 24, 2016, http://docsouth.unc.edu/nc/hariot/hariot.html. 
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size.  However, the accuracy of de Bry’s depiction is questionable because of the artistic liberties 
he takes.  
Despite his ambiguity on the size of the barbecue frame, Hariot takes care to elaborate on 
exactly how the fish were being cooked, emphasizing that in this image the fish were indeed 
being broiled. The Natives pictured eat their “broyled” fish immediately, and continue to 
“broile” fish until they are satisfied.  Hariot then goes on to compare the practices of these Native 
Americans to “the manner of the people of Florida,” explaining that in Florida they smoke their 
fish to preserve it, saving it for the coming winter months rather than eating it immediately.   His 
awareness of Native Floridian practices and comparison is noteworthy for two main reasons.  
First, it could imply that Hariot himself had travelled far enough south to witness the barbecue 
practices of the Indians in Florida, which is quite possible.  However, it is equally likely that 
Hariot had read accounts of Native Floridian practices coming back to Europe.  In fact, this 
comment closely resembles the description of the Timucua Indians of northern Florida given by 
Jacques le Moyne de Morgues, a French artist who accompanied Huguenot expeditions led by 
Jean Ribault and René Goulaine de Laudonnière into Florida in the early 1560s (Le Moyne’s 
account with be discussed momentarily).  
Although Hariot stresses that the fish pictured are being broiled, it is noteworthy that he 
mentions that “They take good heede that they bee not burntt.”  As noted earlier, to broil means 
to burn or char with fire, and since the Amerindians described took care not to burn the fish, it 
seems more likely that they were roasting the fish over the fire. Furthermore, it is possible they 
were slow roasting the fish over hot coals if one reads Hariot’s description in combination with 
White’s watercolor, rather than de Bry’s exaggerated engraving.   White, Hariot, and de Bry 
described the actions of the Natives as “broiling” rather than “barbecuing” for a good reason. 
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The English word “barbecue” doesn’t seem to have appeared in print until Edmund Hickeringill 
published Jamaica Viewed in 1661. Thus, unlike reports from the eighteenth century in which 
the word “barbecue” is actually used, in the late sixteenth century White and Hariot did not have 
the lexicon to properly describe the Indigenous cooking practices they witnessed.  Instead they 
used the closest terms in their knowledge to describe what they saw.   
 In 1591, de Bry published the the narrative of Jacques le Moyne de Morgues. Included in 
the narrative are forty-two engravings depicting the life of the first Huguenot Colony, Fort 
Caroline, as well as the Timucua Indians of northern Florida and their customs.  Similar to the 
engravings included in Hariot’s A Briefe and True Report, de Bry replicated Le Moyne’s original 
paintings, of which all but one have disappeared.25  Among the engravings is an image depicting 
                                                 
25 Stephan Lorant, The New World: First Pictures of America (New York: Duell, Sloan & 
Pearce, 1946), 32. 
Theodor de Bry, “Drying meat, fish, and other food.  The smoked meat would be preserved and 
could be eaten later. Plate XXIV,” image, University of South Florida, 
http://fcit.usf.edu/florida/photos/native/lemoyne/lemoyne0/lemoy024.htm. 
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a Timucua method for preserving meat atop a barbecue structure.  The barbecue structure is very 
similar to the one in de Bry’s earlier replication of White’s watercolor with the exception of size.  
In de Bry’s depiction of Le Moyne’s painting, the structure is much larger.  The four forked 
posts, which hold up the crosspieces and sticks that form the grill, are much thicker.  On top of 
the grill, there are various animals including a snake, an alligator, multiple species of fish, and 
two large rodents.  Beneath the structure is a small fire from which large clouds of smoke roll up.  
Two Timucua men stand and kneel beside the structure.  While one stands holding an alligator, 
the other fans the fire to create more smoke.  It is important to note that the animals on the grill 
are whole.  Thus it could be assumed that the smoking process would take a rather long time to 
sufficiently cure the animal.    
Unlike the engraving in Hariot’s account in which the Natives appear to be broiling or 
roasting their fish, in de Bry’s replication of Le Moyne’s painting, the Indians pictured seem to 
be smoking their various meats.  Le Moyne’s caption, titled “Mode of drying fish, wild animals, 
and other provisions,” corroborates this inference:  
In order to keep these animals longer, they are in the habit of preparing them as follows: 
They set up in the earth four stout forked stakes; and on these they lay others, so as to 
form a sort of grating. On this they lay their game, and then build a fire underneath, so as 
to harden them in the smoke. In this process they use a great deal of care to have the 
drying perfectly performed, to prevent the meat from spoiling, as the picture shows. I 
suppose this stock to be laid in for their winter's supply in the woods, as at that time we 
could never obtain the least provision from them.  For the like reason their granaries, as 
was related, are placed close under some rock or cliff, near a river, and not far from some 
deep forest, so that when necessary they can carry a supply in canoes.26 
                                                 
26 Jacques Le Moyne de Morgues, Narrative of Le Moyne: An Artist Who Accompanied the 
French Expedition to Florida, illus. Theodor de Bry (1591; repr., Boston: James R. Osgood and 
Company, 1875), 9, accessed April 24, 2016, 
https://archive.org/details/narrativelemoyn00brygoog. 
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Le Moyne makes an effort to note the care that is taken to prevent spoilage.  The attentiveness of 
the fire tender in the image demonstrates this care as he is pictured kneeling close to fire, gently 
fanning it to make sure enough smoke is created to reach the game atop the grill.  If not attended 
to properly, the meat would attract insects or start to decompose, and therefore be unfit for 
consumption.  It is interesting that he states that the Natives “harden” the game “in the smoke.”  
This language is very similar to that used by Hariot when he compares the practices of the 
Algonquian Indians to the “manner of the people of Florida” who “harden their meate in the 
smoke onlye to Reserue the same duringe all the winter.” While De Bry, responsible for 
publishing and popularizes both accounts, could be the reason for the similarities in the 
descriptions, it is also possible that despite colonial divides there was cross colonial 
communication between Le Moyne and Hariot.   
Not only does Le Moyne describe the way in which the Timucua Indians preserve their 
meat, he also describes in detail where and how they store the smoked meat.  Highlighting the 
need for accessibility, he notes that they store their provisions in hidden places along waterways 
that are reachable by canoe.  Unlike the Indigenous Americans Hariot encounters who “preserve 
nothing” and “always use up everything at once,” according to Le Moyne the Natives of Florida 
were careful to save their meat for the winter months.  He assumes this because the Natives 
refuse to share the product with him.  Like White and Harriot, Le Moyne does not use the word 
“barbecue” or a French equivalent.  Rather he describes the Timucua technique simply as 
“drying.” Once again, because this is an account from the sixteenth century, the word “barbecue” 
has yet to enter the lexicon.  
By the early eighteenth century, the word “barbecue” was frequently used to describe 
Indigenous roasting or smoking techniques and the common structure that these techniques were 
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performed on.  In regions where curing meat with smoke over the barbecue structure was more 
common, the term “barbecuing” became synonymous with smoking meat.  In contrast, in regions 
where meat was cooked on the barbecue structure for immediate consumption, “barbecuing” was 
equated with roasting or broiling meat.  When reading and comparing colonial accounts, it 
becomes apparent that the roasting or curing of meat by Native groups was location specific and 
heavily dependent on climate.  
 In 1705, Robert Beverley, a historian and Virginia colonist, published his work The 
History and Present State of Virginia, in Four Parts documenting the history of life in Virginia.  
Part III, titled “The Native Indians their Religion, Laws, and Customs, in War and Peace,” has a 
chapter dedicated to describing the cooking and food habits of the Virginia Indians.  Here 
Beverley describes the way in which these Natives use the barbecue structure:   
They have two ways of Broyling, viz. one by laying the Meat itself upon the Coals, the 
other by laying it upon Sticks rais'd upon Forks at some distance above the live Coals, 
which heats more gently, and drys up the Gravy; this they, and we also from them, call 
Barbacuing.27 
 According to Beverley’s account, Native groups in the Virginia area used the barbecue frame for 
roasting purposes rather than for preservation using smoke. Unlike the lower regions of the 
southeast where temperatures are much higher year round, Virginia has relatively mild climate 
with a cold winter. Thus meat did not have to be cured immediately and could instead be roasted 
without fear of spoilage.  A little further down south in 1709, John Lawson, surveyor-general of 
North Carolina, published his account A New Voyage to Carolina, in which he described 
“barbakued” venison, fish, turkey, and even peaches.  Unlike Beverly’s account, in which 
                                                 
27 Robert Beverley, The History and Present State of Virginia in Four Parts, electronic ed. 
(London: R. Parker, 1705; Chapel Hill, NC: University Library, University of North Carolina, 
2006), 13, accessed April 1, 2016, http://docsouth.unc.edu/southlit/beverley/beverley.html. 
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“barbacuing” was used to describe the gentle roasting of meat, Lawson used the word to describe 
both roasted and cured meat.  In one encounter, Lawson was welcomed by Santee Indians with 
“fat barbacu’d Venison” which the “Woman of the Cabin took and tore in Pieces with her Teeth, 
so put it into a Mortar, beating it to Rags,” and “afterwards stews it with Water, and other 
Ingredients.”28  In this instance, the “barbacu’d Venison” is assumed to have been smoked for 
preservation as is indicated by its jerky-like toughness.  The woman literally needs to tear it with 
her teeth and stew it in water to make it a “savoury Dish.”  On another occasion, Lawson 
explains that “a roasted or barbakued Turkey, eaten with Bears Fat, is held as a good dish.”  Like 
Beverley, here Lawson equates barbecuing with roasting meat. Thus, in North Carolina, only a 
little further south from Virginia, “barbecuing” seems to be used to describe both the roasting 
and the smoking of meat.     
Closer to the gulf, where humidity and temperature levels are higher, the barbecue frame 
was used by Indigenous tribes, such as the Timucua Indians of northern Florida, almost 
exclusively for the preservation of meat.  In their memoirs documenting their time in the lower 
Mississippi Basin preceding the Natchez revolt of 1729, Dumont de Montigny, a French colonial 
officer, and Le Page du Pratz, a French ethnographer and historian, described the cooking and 
preservation practices of the Natchez Indians.  While bear, deer, and bison were the principal 
animals hunted by the Natchez, Dumont mentions that bears were used mainly for their flavorful 
fat since the bear is composed of “nothing but fat.”29  Du Pratz notes that the Natchez rarely 
roasted meat “except during the hunting season.”  However, when they did roast bison or deer 
                                                 
28John Lawson, A New Voyage to Carolina (London, 1709), 18, accessed April 24, 2016, 
http://docsouth.unc.edu/nc/lawson/lawson.html. 
29 John R. Swanton, Indian Tribes of the Lower Mississippi Valley and Adjacent Coast of the 
Gulf of Mexico (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1911), 67, accessed April 24, 2016, 
http://ufdc.ufl.edu/UF00080541/00001. 
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flesh, the Natchez “put it on the end of a wooden spit planted in the earth and inclined toward the 
fire,” and then “take care to turn this spit from time to time.”30  Du Pratz then goes on to describe 
how the Natchez smoke their meat and the structure they do this on:  
 All the meat that is smoked is cut into flat pieces in order that it cook well.  It is not cut 
too thin, however, for fear lest it dry too much.  The grill is on four fairly strong forked 
sticks and poles above a foot apart and above these canes 4 inches apart.  This grill is 
raised about 3 feet above the earth in order that one may be able to put a fire made of 
large sticks of wood underneath.  They turn the meat and withdraw it only when it is 
cooked to such a degree that the upper side is roasted and very dry.  Then they take off 
what is cooked and put other pieces on.  Thus they smoke their meat which can be carried 
everywhere and preserved as long as it is desired.31 
The structure that Du Pratz describes is nearly identical to those illustrated by White, Le Moyne, 
and De Bry more than a century before and described by Beverly in Virginia.  However, Du 
Pratz is diligent in documenting the exact size of the structure, even noting the distance between 
the canes that form the grill. This ability to give the exact measurements of the structure 
indicates his familiarity with the structure and suggests that he was able to observe the practice 
up close.   Despite his ability to describe in detail the size of the barbecue structure, Du Pratz 
does not take any time to describe the fire built of “large sticks of wood.” Thus, the reader is left 
to speculate how large the fire actually is, or if fire was burnt down before the meat was placed 
atop of the grill.   
  Du Pratz also pays special attention to the preparation of the meat before it is placed on 
the barbecue frame.  In order for the meat to cook evenly, it is “cut into flat pieces” but “not cut 
too thin.”  It appears that the Natchez want to smoke the meat enough so that it is preserved but 
not so much that it becomes an inedible rock.  The end product of this smoking process is a 
                                                 
30 Swanton, Indian Tribes of the Lower Mississippi Valley, 72. 
31 Ibid., 72. 
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jerky-like substance that resembles the “barbacu’d Venison” described by Lawson in the 
Carolinas.  Like Le Moyne’s observation of the Timucua Indians in Florida, Du Pratz also notes 
that the Natchez smoke the meat so that it can be eaten at a later time when food may be scarce.  
However, the uniformity of the pieces of meat smoked differentiate the Natchez technique from 
the Timucua technique of smoking the animals whole as witnessed by Le Moyne.  Thus, for the 
Natchez it seems that smoking the meat to preserve it serves a dual purpose. It prevents the raw 
flesh from spoiling, and its end product, jerky, functions as travel food, convenient and easy to 
carry around.   
What differentiates Du Pratz’s account as well as Dumont’s account from Beverly’s and 
Lawson’s, is the fact that neither French observer uses the word “barbecue” to illustrate the 
indigenous cooking technique or the structure used.  Rather Dumont uses the French word 
“boucan” to describe the Natchez process of smoking meat: “she boucans it--that is, she dries it 
in the smoke in order to preserve it.”32  According to the OED, “boucan” —translated to 
“buccan” in English and the root word of “buccaneer” —means, “To expose (meat) to the action 
of fire and smoke upon a boucan or barbecue; to barbecue.” Used as a noun, “boucan” was the 
name of a wooden framework or hurdle on which meat was roasted or smoked over a fire.33  
Thus when Dumont states that the Natchez woman “boucans” the meat, he essentially means that 
she barbecues it.   
 While the barbecue structure is thought to have been generally used throughout North 
America, the Caribbean, and South America by Indigenous peoples for various purposes, 
colonial reports and illustrations only allow one to reconstruct the practices of certain tribes.  In 
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North America, colonial sources, such as Hariot’s and LeMoyne’s from the sixteenth century and 
Beverly’s, Lawson’s, Du Pratz’s, and Dumont’s from the eighteenth century, only recount the 
practices of Natives in present day Virginia, North Carolina, Florida, and Louisiana.  
Furthermore, while these eyewitness accounts pay particular attention to Indigenous technology 
and practice, they fail to place these practices in context.  Therefore, even though we are able to 
reconstruct how the barbecue structure was used—roasting or smoking—by the Santee, 
Timucua, and Natchez Indians of these particular regions, it is harder to decipher whether these 
practices were daily activities or part of special ceremonies, or, of particular interest, whether 
these practices were performed by men or women.   
Who tends to the Barbecue? Is Barbecue Gendered as an Indigenous Practice?  
 Throughout its lengthy history in the southern United States, barbecue has largely been 
considered a male activity.  However, when examining Indigenous barbecue practices that 
predate the southern barbecue tradition, it becomes difficult to locate whether or not these early 
practices were gendered.  Generally speaking, in North American Indigenous societies labor was 
divided along gender lines with women carrying out the responsibilities of cooking and 
agriculture, while men did the hunting and fishing.  One could follow this line of thought and 
assume that Indigenous barbecue techniques were executed by women, but the evidence 
available for drawing this conclusion is not necessarily definitive. 
 Early colonial accounts and images, such as Hariot’s A Briefe and True Report and 
White’s watercolor, make no mention nor show whether men or women were carrying out the act 
of smoking or roasting meat.  In fact, in his original 1585 watercolor painting of the barbecue 
structure, White only illustrates the structure and the fish “broyling” on top of the structure.  
However, in his engraving of White’s watercolor, de Bry takes the liberty to add a man on either 
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side of the barbecue structure.  De Bry’s added men are also quite Europeanized, making them 
more palatable for a European audience.  Although de Bry may have gotten some of his design 
ideas from White’s other illustrations in which he depicts Native American men and women, he 
takes the liberty to make these men fit European standards at the time.  In his rendition of Le 
Moyne’s painting, de Bry also shows Indigenous men beside the barbecue structure.  In this 
instance, however, due to the fact that all but one of his original illustrations have been lost, it is 
unknown if the men illustrated are de Bry’s addition or part of the Le Moyne’s original.  Because 
of de Bry’s mistranslation of White’s original watercolor and the ambiguity surrounding Le 
Moyne’s image, de Bry’s representations of Indigenous barbecue practices as a male 
performance must be taken with a grain of salt if considered as evidence at all.   
 In depicting barbecue as a male activity, de Bry’s images shed more light on European 
understandings of gender than they do on Indigenous practices themselves.  In both his 
adaptations of White and Le Moyne’s illustrations, de Bry renders barbecue as a performance of 
expertise and control.  Fire, an integral part of smoking or roasting meat, is an element that is 
difficult to control.  If the fire is too weak or small a sudden gust of wind could put it out.  When 
cooking meat above a fire on a barbecue structure, fatty juices from the meats could fall onto the 
flames causing sudden flare-ups.  Therefore, one tending to a fire must be attentive and 
experienced.  By adding Indigenous men to the original barbecue images, de Bry presents this 
performance of mastery as masculine.  Moreover, within his engravings de Bry also presents an 
image of health and vitality.  In his rendition of White’s image, the added men are depicted as 
muscular and strong, chiseled like Roman marble statues, and, in comparison to White’s original 
illustration, the fish atop the grill have been supersized.   
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 Written record of Indigenous barbecue practices in North America as gendered are 
seldom and do not really appear until the early eighteenth century.  Furthermore, these records 
are specific to certain Indigenous tribes and locales within the southeastern region of North 
America.  One instance in which gender is referenced in relation to Indigenous barbecue 
practices occurs in John Lawson’s A New Voyage to Carolina. In the following passage, Lawson 
observes the cooking done by a “She-Cook” in preparation for a feast commemorating a 
“plentiful Harvest of Corn they had reap’d the Summer before”: 
At our Waxsaw Landlord's Cabin, was a Woman employ'd in no other Business than 
Cookery; it being a House of great Resort. The Fire was surrounded with Roast-meat, or 
Barbakues, and the Pots continually boiling full of Meat, from Morning till Night. This 
She-Cook was the cleanliest I ever saw amongst the Heathens of America, washing her 
Hands before she undertook to do any Cookery; and repeated this unusual Decency very 
often in a day.34 
Here Lawson places barbecue in context.  An Indigenous woman is responsible for preparing 
“Barbakues” and other dishes for a feast celebrating a good harvest.  Therefore, it seems that 
Lawson is presenting barbecue as a female activity.  It is quite interesting that he mentions that 
this particular woman is “employ’d in no other Business than Cookery.”  In trying to understand 
the situation he is observing, Lawson imposes European gender norms by describing the 
woman’s only duty as “Cookery.”  Generally speaking, in Europe non-elite women were in 
charge of taking care of the household, a job that heavily involved the preparation of food. 
Similarly, in elite households female servants were often in charge of running the kitchen.  
Lawson’s description of the “She-Cooks” cleanliness is also related to his imposition of 
Europeanness.  The woman washes her hands multiple times throughout the day, an action that is 
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understood to be a necessary part of cooking and food preparation, even to this day.  Cleanliness 
is also not usually associated with savagery, an association Lawson makes when he says, “This 
She-Cook was the cleanliest I ever saw amongst the Heathens of America.”  In his description of 
her cleanliness and ability to fulfill a recognizable structured gender role, Lawson renders a 
picture of civility with which Europeans can identify.   
 Lawson is also presenting an image of abundance.  In addition to the barbecued meat 
there is also “Pots continually boiling full of Meat, from Morning till Night.”  The woman is 
literally cooking all day long in preparation for the feast.  From these observations one could 
infer that many people are participating in what seems to be a community celebration.  
Therefore, in this passage it would appear that “Barbakues” would be served at the community 
celebration.  Here, a link could be drawn between Indigenous practice and the present day 
conception of barbecue as food served at community events, and even as an event itself.   
 In his memoir documenting the history of the Louisiana colony, Dumont de Montigny 
discusses customs of the Natchez Indians that involve the hunting of bison and other large game.  
Although the Natchez men performed the role of hunter, Dumont observes that unless the hunt 
was far from home, the women always went to retrieve the game:  
The woman sets out with her slaves, if she has any, following the tracks of her husband, 
and when she has found the beast she brings it back to the cabin.  There she cooks as 
much of it as she considers necessary, and sells the rest to the French, if there are any in 
the neighborhood.  If there are none, she boucans it—that is, she dries it in the smoke in 
order to preserve it.35 
From Dumont’s observation it can be gleaned that at this moment in Natchez society it would 
appear that women were carrying out the duties of preservation. However, prior to smoking the 
                                                 
35 Swanton, Indian Tribes of the Lower Mississippi Valley, 72. 
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meat, she must go out and retrieve the game, with the help of “her slaves, if she has any.” It is 
most likely that these were Native slaves. While Mississippi Indians, including the Natchez, were 
not necessarily slaving societies, they had an existing system of slavery prior to European 
settlement. In Indigenous societies where warfare was endemic, male captives were usually 
tortured and killed while women and children were enslaved and assimilated.36  Before the 
widespread adoption of enslaved African labor, Europeans were also involved in a brief trade of 
Native slaves that prompted rival Native tribes to sell their enemies to Europeans.  Even if the 
woman has slaves, Dumont suggests that the woman still carries out the act of cooking.  Thus, it 
appears that the slaves’ involvement in the process ends after the initial retrieval of the game.  
Dumont then states that once she has cooked the desired amount of meat, she attempts to “sell 
the rest to the French, if there are any in the neighborhood.” From this statement one could 
assume that the Natchez have a friendly trade relationship with the French who have been in the 
area since the 1680s.   
If the woman does not find any French to sell the meat to, she instead smokes it.  Dumont 
does not use the word “barbecue” to describe the woman’s action of smoking the excess meat.  
Rather, he uses barbecue’s French equivalent, “boucan.”  In his elaboration of “boucan” he only 
notes that “she dries it in the smoke in order to preserve it,” making no mention of the barbecue 
structure used, or if a barbecue structure was infact used.  With that said, although he is not 
explicit about the structure, his use of the verb “boucan,” the act of exposing meat to fire and 
smoke upon a boucan or barbecue,37 implies that a barbecue structure was indeed used.  
Therefore, it could be inferred that women were in charge of barbecuing in Natchez society. 
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While European observers give an extraordinary amount of attention to Indigenous 
technology and practices, they rarely focus on who is doing the actual cooking.  Most of the 
images concerning Indigenous barbecue practices are embellished reproductions engraved by 
Theodor de Bry.  The liberties de Bry took in his reproductions render the images unreliable.  
Eyewitness reports from the eighteenth century, on the other hand, prove to be more trustworthy.  
Contrary to de Bry’s images in which men are depicted tending to fish and game atop the 
barbecue structure, these eyewitness reports illustrate barbecue as a female practice.  With all of 
that said, the inferences drawn from these reports can only be applied to the practices of the 
specific Native American tribes they discuss.  From Lawson’s and Dumont’s reports one could 
speculate that for the Waxhaw Indians of the Carolinas and the Natchez Indians of the lower 
Mississippi basin, respectively, barbecue was a female activity.  Thus, contrary to today’s 
understanding of barbecue as a male activity and performance of masculinity, as an Indigenous 
practice barbecue may have been a female activity.   
Conclusion 
Only by unpacking the origins of the word “barbecue” can one access barbecue’s 
antecedents as an Indigenous American structure and practice.  The ways in which Native 
American tribes in southeastern North America used the barbecue structure, whether it be for 
roasting or smoking, varied depending on region.  Furthermore, in attempting to track whether 
barbecue as an Indigenous practice was a male or female activity, it becomes apparent that issues 
of gender run through barbecue’s history despite its many transformations. Therefore, while 
slow-cooking meat over fire is as old as fire itself, the barbecue tradition that would arise in the 
American South has its roots in these early Native American practices.   
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Unpacking the etymology of the word “barbecue” also allows one to better see how 
barbecue transforms into a colonial practice.  Modern conceptions of southern barbecue as a 
food, cooking process, and social event have their roots in the Tidewater plantation society of 
colonial Virginia.  While the southern barbecue tradition is rooted in Indigenous practice, it is 
also the product of the melding of three distinct cultures and peoples: Native American, English, 
and West African.  As noted earlier in the chapter, the Native Americans of Virginia used the 
barbecue structure to roast or “broyle” fish and game rather than smoke it for preservation.  The 
English colonists who settled the region were quick to adopt this method of roasting meat on the 
barbecue frame, which was not at all unfamiliar.  English colonists who settled the Chesapeake 
region came from the southern and western parts of England where a tradition of roasting and 
broiling meat had been a popular method of cooking.38  With that said, in these regions of 
England roasting was more common among wealthier families who could afford the proper 
equipment, such as a spit.39  Thus, for the wealthier settlers of the Tidewater region, roasting 
meat on the barbecue frame was not a far jump from spit roasting.   
In 1619, the first enslaved Africans were imported into Jamestown.  As the influx of 
enslaved labor increased through the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, African cultural 
traditions permeated colonial life.  In Tidewater Virginia, West African slaves brought with them 
a culinary tradition of cooking in pits.  In West Africa, women cooked most meats over an open 
pit, and prepared them with a sauce made from lime or lemon juice and hot peppers, a sauce that 
resembles what would come to be considered barbecue sauce in the nineteenth century.40  
                                                 
38 Moss, Barbecue, 12. 
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Therefore, from its early colonial beginnings, southern barbecue was heavily influenced by 
African flavors and culinary traditions.  Due to this confluence of cultural factors, once adapted 
to English colonial life the meaning of barbecue would once again transform. 
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Barbecue as an Event in the 18th & 19th Centuries 
  
In the century leading up to the American Revolution, barbecue began to take on new 
meaning.  Prior to the 1730s, the word “barbecue” had been used to describe the wooden 
structure on which Native Americans roasted or smoked meat as well as the action of roasting or 
smoking meat using the structure.  On August 31st, 1733, Benjamin Lynde, Jr., a Massachusetts 
Supreme Court Judge from Salem, wrote in his diary, “Fair and hot; Browne, barbacue; Hack 
overset.”41 This entry has been interpreted by lexicographers to mean that Lynde attended a 
barbecue at the Brownes or with Mr. Browne on hot day. “Hack overset,” may mean that his 
carriage or horse tipped over.42  Thus, by  1730s “barbecue” was being  used to describe an 
outdoor social event where large animals were roasted and other provisions—liquor—were 
liberally supplied in addition to its earlier meanings of a structure and cooking process.43  
Although barbecues seem to be fairly common occurrences throughout Massachusetts and other 
English North American colonies prior to the Revolution, this notion of barbecue as an event 
evolved out of Tidewater Virginia and would take strong root in the South in the coming 
centuries.  
                                                 
41 Benjamin Lynde, The Diaries of Benjamin Lynde and Benjamin Lynde, Jr (Boston: 
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Tidewater Barbecue: The Start of a Southern Tradition 
In Tidewater Virginia, barbecue was transformed from an Indigenous structure and 
cooking method into a colonial event and practice.  As discussed at the end of the previous 
chapter, this transformation was in part due to the convergence of Native American, English, and 
West African cultures. However, the establishment of barbecue as Southern tradition in Virginia 
was also strongly influenced by the values of Tidewater plantation society, and shaped by the 
form of slavery that would come to dominate the South.44  Under these conditions, the 
Indigenous practice of roasting or smoking meat on wooden structure over a fire would evolve 
into what would become southern barbecue, the slow roasting of meat over hardwood coals in a 
pit. While this transformation was influenced by the fusion of three distinct cultures, it was the 
enslaved who brought these culinary traditions together to create southern barbecue. 
 The transformations that occur within the history of barbecue are not isolated 
occurrences.  In this period of English Atlantic history, the structure of colonial society was 
changing quickly.  Rapid social changes altered and adapted to the meaning of all cultural 
                                                 
44 In order to better understand the evolution of slavery in the South, it is important to distinguish 
between societies with slaves and slave societies. Historian Ira Berlin discusses the differences 
between the two and how societies with slaves transformed into slave societies in North 
America. “What distinguished societies with slaves was the fact that slaves were marginal to the 
central productive processes; slavery was just one form of labor among many.  In societies with 
slaves, no one presumed the master-slave relationship to be the social exemplar. In slave 
societies, by contrast, slavery stood at the center of economic production, and the master-slave 
relationship provided the model for all social relations: husband and wife, parent and child, 
employer and employee, teacher and student… A salable commodity alone did not in itself 
produce a slave society… In the Chesapeake region, for example, tobacco was grown in a 
society with slaves before the 1670s and in a slave society thereafter. What distinguished the 
post-1670 Chesapeake was not the cultivation of tobacco or the employment of slave labor but 
the presence of a planter class able to command the region’s resources, mobilize the power of the 
state, and vanquish competitors. A salable commodity was a necessary condition for the 
development of a slave society, but it was not sufficient.  The slaveholders’ seizure of power was 
the critical event in transforming societies with slaves into slave societies.” Ira Berlin, Many 
Thousands Gone: The First Two Centuries of Slavery in North America, (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Press, 1998), 8-10.  
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practices and traditions, transforming culinary traditions.  In the aftermath of Bacon’s Rebellion 
in 1676, Virginia’s social structure and labor system were transformed.  Prior to the rebellion, 
Virginian elites relied on the labor of English indentured servants and enslaved African labor, 
with a preference for the former.45  Racial boundaries had yet to be solidified and both groups 
shared the common social position of being forced laborers.  Under Nathaniel Bacon’s 
leadership, these two groups along with other poor whites and free people of color banded 
together in an attempt to overthrow the governor and other colonial elites.  Yet, their efforts were 
unsuccessful and the consequences were widespread.  In the years following the rebellion, 
colonial elite white planters were torn between their need to secure their unstable labor force and 
the need to appease white male landowners whom they depended on for military strength, tax 
revenue, and the maintenance of social order.  Elite planters found it useful to make clearer 
distinctions between populations of laborers in the colony.46  Furthermore, as the cost of white 
indentured male servants began to rise, enslaved African labor became more appealing and 
expansion in the transatlantic slave trade made slavery more affordable.47  Therefore, racial 
distinctions, enforced by legal measures, divided the white indentured servants from enslaved 
African laborers.  Even though both were forced laborers, indentured white men were 
encouraged to identify with the elite planter class because of their shared whiteness and the legal 
                                                 
45 Edmund Morgan argues slave labor was not as advantageous as indentured labor prior to 
Bacon’s Rebellion because “of the high mortality among immigrants to Virginia, there could be 
no great advantage in owning a man for a lifetime rather than a few years, especially since a 
slave cost roughly twice as much as an indentured servant.  If the chances of a man’s dying 
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were--and if English servants could be made to work as hard as slaves, English servants for a 
five-year term were a better buy.”  Edmund Morgan, American Slavery, American Freedom: The 
Ordeal of Colonial Virginia, (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1975), 297-298. 
46 Kathleen M. Brown, Good Wives, Nasty Wenches, and Anxious Patriarchs: Gender, Race and 
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rights that came with it.48  By the early eighteenth century, Virginia’s political system and social 
structure had reached a fragile stability predicated on the delicate bonds of uniting white men 
through the racialization and permanence of bound labor.49 
 After the solidification of Virginia’s social and racial hierarchies, elite planters 
transformed the meaning of barbecue into an event that embodied and performed the values of 
plantation culture and racial hierarchy of the burgeoning slave society. In the eyes of the Virginia 
elite, Bacon’s Rebellion was a chaotic event that threatened the existing social order.  To prevent 
a rebellion of the same nature from occurring again, some sort of release needed to be provided 
to prevent the buildup of frustration.  Thus, the barbecue event allowed the Virginia gentry to 
institute a form of controlled, ordered chaos that also functioned as a performance carefully 
constructed to reinforce the boundaries of race and class.  With the establishment of tobacco as 
the primary cash crop of Virginia, the colony grew rapidly and large planters became 
increasingly wealthy. As the wealth of the Virginia gentry grew, they attempted to emulate the 
social and cultural practices of the English elite. The Virginia gentry did not come from elite 
origins in England.  Instead their roots traced back to the mid-seventeenth century when the sons 
of middling English merchants travelled to the Chesapeake in search of economic opportunity.50 
In their attempt to imitate the English gentry, Virginian planters indulged themselves as 
                                                 
48  The Virginia Slave Code of 1705 were a series of laws legislated by the Virginia House of 
Burgesses that clearly defined and regulated the status of the enslaved.  These laws transformed 
Virginia society by racializing slavery and making enslavement a permanent status. The statute 
declared “all negro, mulatto, and Indian slaves, in all courts of judicature, and other places, 
within this dominion, shall be held, taken, and adjudged, to be real estate (and not chattels;) and 
shall descend unto the heirs and widows of persons departing this life, according to the manner 
and custom of land of inheritance, held in fee simple.”  "Laws on Slavery," Virtual Jamestown, 
last modified 1998, accessed March 14, 2016, http://www.virtualjamestown.org/laws1.html#43. 
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consumers, importing luxury items and keeping up with the latest fashions.  They also attempted 
to replicate the social practices of the English elite.  As discussed in the previous chapter, the 
English colonists who settled the Chesapeake region came from the southern and western parts 
of England where a tradition of roasting and broiling meat had been popular among those who 
could afford the proper equipment.  In these same regions of England, a custom of feasting at 
harvest time and on holy days was also a tradition.51  By the late seventeenth century these 
customs of feasting and cooking preferences were well established in Virginia.  In Virginia, 
almost any occasion became a reason to feast, including holidays such as Easter and Christmas; 
major life events such as christening, weddings, and funerals; and a visit from a family member 
or even stranger.52   
As wealth grew with the flourishing tobacco market, the emerging Virginian elite placed 
a high value on the concept of hospitality and home.   By the mid-eighteenth century, the idea of 
the home as a center of private domesticity was not familiar to Virginians.  Instead they aspired 
to live in the constant presence of servants and guests.53  As mentioned, the purchasing power 
afforded by tobacco allowed large planters to participate in a culture of consumption and import 
luxury items. Elite planters then needed a platform to showcase the material goods that embodied 
their extreme wealth.  Thus, the home became the center for the generous welcome and 
entertainment of guests as well as the celebration of major life events.  In 1705, Robert Beverley 
commented on Virginians’ hospitality:  
Here is the most Good-nature, and Hospitality practis'd in the World, both towards 
Friends and Strangers… The Inhabitants are very Courteous to Travellers, who need no 
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other Recommendation, but the being Human Creatures. A Stranger has no more to do, 
but to inquire upon the Road, where any Gentleman, or good Housekeeper Lives, and 
there he may depend upon being received with Hospitality… And the poor Planters, who 
have but one Bed, will very often sit up, or lie upon a Form or Couch all Night, to make 
room for a weary Traveller, to repose himself after his Journey.54  
This display of hospitality was a duty that society placed on the heads of households.  According 
to Beverley’s observation, even planters of modest means felt obliged to follow this social 
custom.  In a 1773 letter, Philip Vickers Fithian, the tutor of Robert Carter at Nomini Hall, 
commented on how that the “the People of fortune… are the pattern of all behaviour here.”   Just 
as the Virginian elite attempted to emulate the cultural practices of the English gentry, so too did 
poorer planters aim to replicate the actions of the Virginian gentry.   
This stress on hospitality arose from and contributed to the sacred importance attached to 
the house: a man’s home and plantation were seen to be extensions of the self.55  Although the 
home became the center of hospitality and entertainment, up until the 1720s and 1730s even the 
homes of great planters were fairly modest, single floor structures with communal spaces.  
However, as distinct gentry families emerged, they set themselves apart from smaller planters 
with their increasing refinement which was often expressed in the Gregorian architecture of their 
mansions.  Unlike the humble dwellings of small planters and poorer Virginians, hallways within 
these mansions divided homes to create segregated spaces for specific persons and functions.56  
Out of this division and designation of rooms grew a ritualized custom of dining.  Thus, by the 
middle of the eighteenth century, the dinner table became the focus of the hospitality of elite 
Virginia society and it was common for wealthy planters to invite a substantial number of guests 
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over for dinner and dancing.   As the festivities grew, they moved outside allowing the planter to 
extend his hospitality to his guests without encroaching on the formalities of the household or 
imposing the rules of the dining room onto the gathering.57   
The values that came to define Tidewater plantation society and would eventually 
influence the establishment of the plantation barbecue were only made possible by Virginia’s 
increasing reliance on slave labor.  In the aftermath of Bacon’s Rebellion, the planter class and 
other colonial elites were able to mobilize the power of the state in order to solidify a racial 
hierarchy and secure a stable labor force.  In the early eighteenth century, wealthier planters—
those who had a little cash to spend or access to credit—were able to purchase enslaved Africans 
while smaller planters did not have the capital to do so.  Therefore, planters who were in the 
position to purchase enslaved Africans were able to produce more tobacco and subsequently 
purchase more slaves, creating a cycle in which wealthy planters got richer and less affluent 
planters got poorer.58  Only with extreme wealth were elite planters able to cultivate a life of 
refinement that valued notions of hospitality and home.  This wealth also allowed the elite to 
build the extravagant mansions where those values could be performed.  
With plantation values predicated on the institution of slavery, enslaved labor 
understandably bound itself to the Tidewater barbecue and became a necessary component.  
Slaves were an inextricable part of the daily lives of elite Tidewater planters, as all the duties and 
responsibilities in the house and in the field were carried out by enslaved men and women. 
Typically, elite planters had a complete kitchen staff of mostly enslaved black women to prepare 
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all their meals.59  Outdoors, enslaved black men were in charge of preparing the barbecue at their 
master’s events and played a formative role in developing the techniques and recipes that would 
come to define the southern barbecue tradition.60  Accompaniments to the barbecued meat were 
most likely prepared inside the kitchen by the enslaved or brought by guests.  Beyond the 
preparation of the food served at these events, the appearance of the enslaved served other 
purposes.  While barbecues were ways in which planters displayed their hospitality, they were 
also a demonstration of mastery and wealth.  Considered highly valuable property, slaves were 
obvious markers of wealth.  Thus, elite planters were able to subtly show off their immense 
wealth to their guests at barbecues because they literally owned the people who made the food.  
Furthermore, the presence and role of the enslaved in the plantation barbecue was a performance 
carefully constructed to reinforce the bounds of race.  Hosted by elite planters and attended by 
their guests, the enslaved black men and women who prepared the meal were excluded from 
participating in the festivities. 
By the middle of the seventeenth century, barbecues were a popular form of recreation 
among elite Virginians.  George Washington himself attended many barbecues in the decades 
leading up to the American Revolution.  Between 1769 and 1774, Washington recorded 
attending six barbecues in his diary.61  According to his entries, these occurrences seem to have 
been all day social events that took place in the summer and early fall.  On May 27, 1769, 
Washington wrote, “Went up to Alexandria to a Barbicue and stayed all Night.”  Later in August 
of 1770, he similarly noted, “Dined at the Barbicue with a great deal of other Company, and 
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stayd there till Sunset.”62  In September of 1773 not only did Washington attend a barbecue, he 
even hosted his own barbecue, writing “Went to a Barbicue of my own giving at Accatinck.”63   
A typical Tidewater plantation barbecue, like those attended by Washington, can be 
reconstructed by piecing together brief journal entries from the late eighteenth century.  
However, similar to Washington’s mention of barbecues, these entries often only note that one 
attended a barbecue and do not describe the event, the food that was served, or how that food 
was prepared. The brevity of many of these entries can be attributed to the fact that the journals 
were personal and many of the writers were most likely familiar with barbecues because they 
were born in the Tidewater colony.  Therefore, it was unnecessary to give any detail.  With that 
said, those that do illuminate readers about the particulars of the event make it clear that 
barbecues were all day celebrations that took place outdoors during the summer and early fall.  
Furthermore, it also becomes apparent that heavy drinking and dancing were done in conjunction 
with feasting.  Eighteenth century sources that give the most detailed descriptions of Tidewater 
plantation barbecues include the journals of individuals visiting Virginia, rather than Virginian 
colonists, and letters by Virginians to foreign correspondents.  On July 26, 1774, Nicholas 
Cresswell, a young Englishman visiting Virginia, was anchored on the Potomac River when the 
captain of the schooner he was aboard received an invitation to a barbecue.  In his diary 
Cresswell writes:   
About noon a Pilot Boat came along side to invite the Captn. to a Barbecue. I went with 
him and have been highly diverted. These Barbecues are Hogs, roasted whole. This was 
under a large Tree. A great number of young people met together with a Fiddle and Banjo 
played by two Negroes, with Plenty of Toddy, which both Men and Women seem to be 
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very fond of. I believe they have danced and drunk till there are few sober people 
amongst them.64 
Unlike many of his contemporaries, Cresswell records the type of meat cooked and how it was 
cooked: “Hogs, roasted whole.”  While pork was not the only meat cooked at Tidewater 
barbecues, the ubiquity of the pigs in Virginia made pork a popular choice at barbecues. Despite 
their popularity, pigs were not indigenous to the Americas.  In 1493, Christopher Columbus 
brought eight hogs with him on his second voyage to Hispaniola.65  Due to their omnivorous diet, 
short gestation period, and large litters, pigs adapted well to the new terrain and proliferated 
quickly. In 1539, Spanish explorer Hernando de Soto brought thirteen pigs with him to Florida, 
the first pigs on North American soil.  By the time of his death in 1542, de Soto had seven 
hundred pigs, of which many became feral and scholars believe to be the ancestors of the 
Arkansas razorback and other southern hog breeds.66  However, the pigs served at Virginia 
barbecues, like that described by Cresswell, were most likely of English origin.  In 1607, three 
sows were brought to Jamestown aboard the ships of the Virginia Company and within two years 
the colonists possessed somewhere between 500 and 600 swine.67  By the early eighteenth 
century, pigs were so pervasive in Virginia that in The History and Present State of Virginia 
Robert Beverley exclaimed, “Hogs swarm like Vermine upon the Earth… The Hogs run where 
they list, and find their own Support in the Woods, without any Care of the Owner.”68  Beverly 
also noted that pigs were so innumerable that planters often did not include them in inventories 
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of their wealth.  Pigs thrived in the forests around plantations feeding on tree nuts and other plant 
roots. At slaughter time, Virginian planters hunted hogs like wild game.   
 In addition to his mention of the type of meat served at the barbecue, Cresswell also notes 
that the barbecue occurred “under a large Tree.”  Because Tidewater barbecues took place 
outdoors during the summer and early fall, the shade of a large tree or a grove of trees was 
necessary protection from the penetrating rays of the hot sun.  These events were also often held 
near a running spring or body of water, the air around which provided a cooling relief from the 
sticky heat of summer.  Cresswell then goes on to describe the type of entertainment occurred at 
the barbecue, including music, drinking, and dancing.  At Tidewater barbecue events alcohol 
consumption was rampant.  Guests would indulge themselves in liquor and food.  From his 
description, it appears that Cresswell was not very impressed with the amount of drinking 
occurring at the barbecue he attended.  To an outsider, like Cresswell, the abundance of alcohol 
and public drunkenness at Tidewater barbecue events may have appeared to be unrefined and 
culturally problematic, reflecting a rising discourse in eighteenth century England that associated 
alcohol with irresponsibility and crime.69  Following this excessive consumption, dancing was a 
popular means of entertainment.  At the center of many community gatherings, dancing also 
functioned as a means of courtship since it was an activity in which young men and women were 
directly visible to each other.70  Cresswell also notes that “a Fiddle and Banjo” were “played by 
two Negroes.”  While white guests enjoyed the culinary and musical work of the enslaved, the 
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role of the enslaved at barbecues and similar social events was a performance that reinforced the 
racial hierarchy of Tidewater society. The appearance of the banjo and the fiddle together is also 
interesting as it is evidence of cultural fusion. While the banjo was still an African gourd 
instrument, for Anglo-Virginians the fiddle was an emblem of social virtue.71  
 Although Cresswell does mention that the hog served at this barbecue was “roasted 
whole,” he does not discuss the specifics of how the carcass was cooked.  About a decade after 
Cresswell’s visit to the Tidewater colony, Major Lawrence Butler of Westmoreland County, 
Virginia, wrote a series of letters to Anna Cradock in England.  In one of the letters, Butler tells 
his correspondent that he has attended many “Balls and Barbecues” since his “arrival in 
Virginia.” Although the letter is dated 1784, the year after the end of the American Revolution, 
his description of the barbecue that follows is assumed to be very similar, if not identical, to 
those barbecue events that preceded the Revolution.  On October 15, 1784, Butler wrote: 
I have the pleasure of informing you I found all my Relations and friends well--I have 
been very happy since my arrival in Virginia, I am continually at Balls & Barbecues (the 
latter I don’t suppose you know what I mean) I will try to describe it to you, it’s a shoat 
& sometimes a Lamb or Mutton & indeed sometimes a Beef splitt into and stuck on spitts 
& then they have a large Hole dugg in the ground where they have a number of coals 
made of the Bark of Trees, put in this Hole, & then they lay the Meat over that within 
about six inches of the Coals, & then they Keep basting it with Butter & Salt & Water & 
turning it every now and then, untill its done… 72 
Butler explains that the meat roasted at barbecues was “a shoat & sometimes a Lamb or Mutton 
& indeed sometimes a Beef.”  While it seems that a shoat—a young, recently weaned pig—is 
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ideal, other meats such as mutton and beef were also acceptable and enjoyed.73  This contrasts 
with Cresswell’s definition of barbecue which he says is “Hogs, roasted whole.” Although there 
may have been a preference for barbecuing pork among Tidewater Virginians, clearly barbecue 
in the eighteenth century was not limited to pork.    
Unlike Cresswell, who simply states that the hog was “roasted whole,” Butler describes 
how the whole carcass is roasted over a “large Hole” or pit.  In great detail, he outlines how the 
pit was constructed: “…then they have a large Hole dugg in the ground where they have a 
number of coals made of the Bark of Trees, put in this Hole, & then they lay the Meat over that 
within about six inches of the Coals…”  At Tidewater plantation barbecues shallow trenches 
were dug for the pits.  Although Butler does not give any dimensions, a pit was usually between 
four to six feet wide and anywhere from six to several hundreds of feet long.74  The length of the 
pit depended on how many carcasses were roasted, what type of animals were used, and how 
many guests needed to be fed.  Inside the pit, oak, hickory, or other hardwood logs were set on 
fire and burned down to coals. In Butler’s description, however, he describes the coals as made 
from the “bark of trees.” While tree bark may have been added to the coals to get a certain 
smoky flavor, it is quite unlikely that the coals were entirely made from bark.  Unlike softwood 
and bark which burn quickly, the density of hardwood allow it to burn slower and longer 
producing hotter, long lasting coals making hardwood ideal for barbecue.  With that said, 
hardwood coals do eventually burn out so a smaller pit was usually kept to the side in which logs 
were kept burning, creating fresh coals.  These coals were used to replenish the dying coals in 
the pits in order to keep the heat at a constant temperature.  Before the carcass was roasted over 
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the pit, it had to be split in half, properly disemboweled, and cleaned.  Young tree saplings were 
then placed across the pit forming a grill on which the meat was roasted, or, as in Butler’s 
description, the split carcass was “stuck on spitts” and then laid across the pit.  Butler then states 
that the meat was “within about six inches of the Coals.”  Although a large carcass would still 
take a substantial amount of time, the meats proximity to the hot coals would slightly speed up 
the process.  The meat may have even been a little charred.   
Depending on the size of the carcass, cooking usually started the morning of, or the night 
before the afternoon gathering.  To prevent the meat from drying out, the meat was basted using 
long handled brushes throughout the cooking period. The basting liquid usually consisted of 
melted butter, vinegar and/or water, salt, and pepper.75  Butler’s description matches accordingly: 
“... they Keep basting it with Butter & Salt & Water & turning it every now and then, untill its 
done…”  Pots of this basting liquid were kept along the sides of the pit for ready use.  After 
being sufficiently cooked on one side, the carcass would be turned so that it would be cooked 
thoroughly.   Although Butler describes the basting liquid, he makes no mention of any sauce 
served with the meat.  The accompaniment of a sauce to the barbecued meat seems to be a 
nineteenth century development that will be discussed later.  
 Butler’s description of “Barbecues” is not limited to the preparation of the food.  A little 
later in the letter, he illustrates the location of the barbecue and the festivities that follow the 
feasting: 
…we then dine under a large shady Tree or an harbour made of green bushes, under 
which we have benches and seats to sit on when we dine sumptuously, all this is in an old 
field, where we have a mile Race Ground and every Horse on the Field runs, two & two 
together, by that means we have deal of diversion and in the Evening we retire to some 
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Gentle’s House & dance awhile after supper, & then retire to Bed, all stay at the House 
all night (its not like in your Country) for every Gentleman here has ten or fifteen Beds 
which is aplenty for the Ladies & the Men Ruff’s it, in this manner we spend our time 
once a fortnight & at other times we have regular Balls as you have in England.76 
Butler’s description on where the barbecue is eaten is nearly identical to Cresswell’s.  The shade 
from the large tree was essential in the heat of summer and early fall.  From the language of his 
description, it appears that the barbecues Butler attended are incredibly luxurious.  At these 
affairs, they did not simply eat but “dine sumptuously,” sometimes even under the shade of “an 
harbour made of green bushes.”   Other than dancing and drinking, horse racing was another 
popular “diversion” associated with barbecues in Tidewater Virginia.  These extravagant affairs 
were not rare occasions. On the contrary, they were such regular occurrences that happened 
“once a fortnight,” or every two weeks, and in the interlude individuals, like Butler, attended 
balls.  Considering the capital needed to host a barbecue and the free time needed to attend the 
all-day event, Tidewater barbecues could really only be enjoyed by the Virginia gentry who had 
the money and time to do so.   
 Although Butler is incredibly detailed in his explanation of the barbecue, he does not say 
anything about who is doing the work of preparing the barbecue. This work was not easy, 
especially in the heat of summer.  A hole needed to be dug for the pit, wood needed to be 
chopped, and the carcass needed to be dressed, carried and finally placed over the pit.  Tending 
to the pit was not any less demanding. Standing over or near the pit, the heat of the coals 
probably made the heat of the summer even less bearable. If the cooking started the evening 
before the gathering, the pit would need to be monitored throughout the night.  While neither 
Cresswell nor Butler make mention of who is cooking the barbecue, all of this work was done by 
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the enslaved.  Often an older slave in the community was considered the area’s pit master and 
would oversee the operation.77   
The plantation barbecues of Tidewater Virginia, like those attended by Cresswell and 
Butler, established the main components of the barbecue event. Whole carcasses were roasted 
over hardwood coals in a pit dug in the ground.  Tended to by enslaved black men, the meat was 
basted throughout the cooking process and the coals had to be constantly monitored.  When the 
barbecue was done cooking, guests would enjoy the meal under the shade of a tree or grove of 
trees, and the feasting was followed by drinking, dancing, and other diversions.  Once firmly 
entrenched as a tradition among the Tidewater gentry, barbecue spread south and west with 
Virginians who migrated out of the colony.  However, it was not elite planters who facilitated 
barbecue’s spread. Instead, it was poorer backwoods farmers and smaller planters, many of 
whom did not have slaves, who desired to emulate, if not exactly replicate, the social practices 
and traditions of the Tidewater elite.78  
Barbecue after the Revolution 
 In the wake of the American Revolution, barbecue continued to spread farther west 
through the Cumberland gap and south into the territory that would become the Cotton Kingdom 
with migrating settlers and planters.  On the frontier, no longer in the hands of the Virginia elite, 
the meaning of barbecue as an event transformed. In Tidewater Virginia, barbecues had 
functioned as an elite form of social entertainment that performed the values and social and 
racial hierarchies of plantation society.  In the early years of United States nationhood, however, 
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barbecues became an egalitarian form of democratic public celebration that brought together all 
citizens to express their shared civic values regardless of their social position.79  Out of this 
democratic transformation, the plantation barbecue of the Virginia elite evolved into two distinct 
types of barbecue events: the Fourth of July barbecue and the political campaign barbecue. 
Contrary to popular belief, the American Revolution and Declaration of Independence 
did not engender a unified nation.  Rather this process of unification was a tenuous and lengthy 
ordeal that was eventually precariously founded on the creation of a national culture and identity.  
The divisiveness that threatened the tenuous bond between the original thirteen states had existed 
prior to the Revolution.  Under British rule the various colonies had not been homogeneous or 
united but were culturally and economically all different.  The main commonalities between the 
colonies had been their political affiliation to the British empire and their cultural consumption 
of “Britishness.”80  The Revolutionary War, a considerable source of insecurity and conflict, only 
exacerbated these issues.  Thus, in the decades following independence, American political 
leaders and intellectuals struggled to create a unified body politic.  The creation of a national 
culture founded on narratives of nationhood and national heroes was one way to unify the 
heterogeneous society.  For most Americans, the struggle and bloodshed of the Revolutionary 
War was still a recent and painful memory. Despite the differences between the states, 
nationalists used the bloody memory of the war to create images of a “union cemented as one.”81 
Out of this war experience, national heroes, such a George Washington, were born.   
Furthermore, through the establishment of national universities, education facilitated the spread 
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of this national culture, and provided a means toward cultural and political integration.  The 
celebration of a fictionalized Revolutionary War and national heroes were crucial to national 
unity. In the decades, following the Revolution, Independence Day celebrations became very 
popular.  Fourth of July events were rituals that expressed and celebrated national identity, and 
performed constructed ideals of deep horizontal comradeship.82  
In the South, barbecues became an integral part of Fourth of July celebrations beginning 
on the frontier.  In his book Delineations of American Scenery and Character, American 
naturalist John James Audubon dedicates a chapter to describing a Fourth of July barbecue he 
attended in Kentucky in the early nineteenth century.  In the days leading up to feast “many 
servants and some masters had been busily engaged in clearing the area… the grass alone, 
verdant and gay, remained to carpet the sylvan pavilion.”  Its seems that even though barbecue 
had moved away from its elite origins, slavery was still an integral part in its preparation.  In 
contrast with the barbecue events of eighteenth century Virginia at which planters supplied all 
the provisions for their guests, at Independence Day barbecues on the frontier, community 
members donated whatever provisions they had including meat, liquor, and other ingredients or 
prepared dishes.   Audubon writes, “Now the waggons were seen slowly moving along under 
their load of provisions, which had been prepared for the common benefit.  Each denizen had 
freely given his ox, his ham, his venison, his turkeys, and other fowls.”83  Although today 
barbecue is often associated with pork or beef, in the nineteenth century the type of meat served 
at community barbecues varied greatly because of this donation process.   
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As “columns of smoke from the newly kindled fires rose above the trees” and “fifty 
cooks or more moved to and fro as they plied their trade,” patriotic activities celebrating national 
independence commenced.  The day began with a cannon salute and as “the explosion burst 
forth, thousands of hearty huzzas mingled with its echoes.”  A speech was then given by “the 
most learned” of the community which served to “remind every Kentuckian present of the 
glorious name, the patriotism, the courage, and the virtue, of our immortal Washington.”  
Attendees then proceeded to march and sing “Yankee Doodle,” after which they finally sat down 
to eat.  As the company enjoyed the barbecue feast and the liquor flowed, more patriotic 
speeches were delivered and toasts honoring the nation and its heroes were made.  After the meal 
was finished, the attendees, which included men, women, and children, danced to the “music 
from violins, clarinets, and bugles.”84  These activities—drinking, speeches, toasts, and 
dancing—were not unique to the barbecue Audubon attended, rather they were typical of 
Independence Day celebrations across the frontier.   
By the 1820s, these ritual affairs had become fairly standardized throughout the South.  
Newspaper reports of Fourth of July barbecues throughout the nineteenth century reflect this 
standardization.  Similar to Audubon’s description, patriotic ceremonies preceded the barbecue 
dinner. Typically, community members would meet to form a procession, which was then led by 
local militia to a central location such as a courthouse or church.   The ceremonies were opened 
with a prayer, after which the Declaration of Independence was read.85  This was then followed 
by a speech, made by an honored guest or prominent citizen, and the singing of popular songs.  
In 1837, the Camden Commercial Courier of Camden, South Carolina reported that after the 
reading of the Declaration of Independence “Col. James Chesnut, Jr. rose, and in a very chaste 
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and impressive Oration, rivited the attention of a brilliant and numerous audience.” After the 
Colonel’s speech the “celebration was much enhanced by a full and effective choir, who, among 
other patriotic pieces, sang the following original Ode…”86  A similar 1839 report from the 
Richmond Enquirer of Virginia read, “the Declaration of Independence… was followed by Capt. 
Hiram W. Dawson, who delivered a beautiful oration, well suited to the occasion and the times.”  
After the patriotic orations and songs, the company would be “seated to a splendid Barbecue.”87  
As soon as the meal was over and “the cloth was removed,” a series of toasts were made 
honoring the nation’s independence and its leaders.  Two different types of these toasts existed: 
“Regular Toasts” and “Volunteer Toasts”.  “Regular Toasts” were usually comprised of thirteen 
prepared toasts given by a prominent persons chosen for the event.88  The Camden Commercial 
Courier reported that “Gen. Jas. W. Cantey was called to preside, assisted by Dr. A. DeLeon, as 
Vice President.”  Similarly, the Richmond Enquirer reported that “Col. Charles Perrow was 
appointed President, and Mr. F.L. Whitehead and George Vaughan, jr, Vice Presidents, when the 
following toasts were drunk.”  Both newspapers, then go onto list the thirteen “Regular Toasts” 
given.  While the toasts varied from location to location, subject matter typically included “The 
Day we Celebrate.” The first toast made at the celebration in Richmond also included, “The 
dawn of light and liberty to a benighted and enslaved world--May it never be desecrated to 
unworthy and unholy purposes.” The toast made in Camden was no less dramatic, or ironic for 
that matter: “The Political Sabbath of fifteen millions of Freemen.  It will ever be consecrated 
and reverenced as the Jubilee of the rights of man.”  While white men joined together at Fourth 
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of July barbecues to celebrate their freedom, the very space in which they did so was only 
possible with the help of enslaved black labor.  The toasts that followed usually included the 
Constitution; the state where the celebration took place; national heroes, such as George 
Washington, and other political leaders, such as Thomas Jefferson and Benjamin Franklin; and 
political ideas involving liberty and justice.  Generally, the thirteenth toast was devoted to 
honoring American women, who were often called “The American Fair”— “fair” being a 
popular term used to describe women as the gentler sex.89  In Camden, the thirteenth toast 
honored “The Ladies of Carolina.  May the honor, gallantry and intelligence of her sons, equal 
the beauty, virtue and accomplishment of her daughters.”  In Richmond the thirteenth toast was 
also quite similar: “Our fair Countrywomen: May their smiles ever cheer the noble and the brave, 
and their frowns put to flight the dastard, the knave and the libertine.” When the “Regular 
Toasts” were finished, “Volunteer Toasts” were given by attendees.  Subject matter included 
similar topics covered by the “Regular Toasts” often with the addition of contemporary political 
issues.  These toasts could number up to thirty or forty, most likely a result of the heavy drinking 
taking place at these celebratory events.90  Through the reading of the Declaration of 
Independence and the giving of patriotic and political toasts, Fourth of July barbecues provided a 
space in which community members could come together to celebrate their shared American 
identity, reaffirm democratic principles, and engage in political discourse.  However, considering 
the presence and role of enslaved laborers at these public events, the Fourth of July barbecue was 
also a space in which white male mastery could be celebrated as white male liberty, reaffirming 
the hierarchies of the plantation system. 
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 In addition to providing a space where community members could engage with one 
another, the ritual aspects of Fourth of July barbecues, such as giving speeches and toasts, also 
presented a platform for political leaders to pursue their own agendas.  While delivering 
speeches honoring the nation’s independence, political leaders could incorporate their own 
political messages into their orations and attract the attention of citizens attending these 
celebratory events.   By the early nineteenth century, politicians began hosting barbecues of their 
own for the sole purpose of attracting voters.  Sometimes politicians capitalized on recreational 
barbecues in an attempt to reach already assembled voters as well.91  Candidates used the 
barbecue to compete with one another and connect with voters.  At these events, attendees ate 
barbecue and drank whiskey while listening to candidates’ stump speeches—political speeches 
delivered while standing on tree stumps—after which they would often engage in rowdy, 
drunken activities such as dancing, gambling, fighting, and blood sports.92  
While nineteenth century political barbecues did evolve out of the democratic 
celebrations held for the Fourth of July, they also had origins in the political practices of 
eighteenth century Virginia.  In addition to being a form of social entertainment, in eighteenth 
century Virginia barbecues also had a central role in militia musters and elections to the House of 
Burgesses.  At these barbecues, the Virginia elite running for office “treated” voters to food and 
liquor.  “Treating,” however, was not simply a way of buying support, it was also a display of 
hospitality, a value that had come to define plantation society.  In the 1758 election for the House 
of Burgesses, George Washington spent £39.6s out of his own pocket on one hundred and sixty 
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gallons of liquor for a district that only had three hundred and ninety-one voters.93  In a letter to 
Colonel James Wood in July of 1758, Washington made it clear that he was not trying to buy 
votes by “treating,” writing, “I am extreme thankly to you & my other friends for entertaining the 
Freeholders in my name—I hope no exception were taken to any that voted against me but that 
all were alike treated and all had enough it is what I much desird—my only fear is that you spent 
with too sparing a hand.”94  By “treating” all voters, regardless of how they voted, Washington 
showed liberality and generosity toward his poorer neighbors, the defining traits of a 
gentlemen.95 Although Virginia laws against vote buying existed, candidates continued to do so 
under the guise of hospitality.  While this display of generosity affirmed the gentry’s social 
superiority, at the same time it also acknowledged their dependence on the support of the 
common people.  Thus in eighteenth century Virginia, campaign barbecues fit within a stable 
social order based on hierarchy and deference, and signified that the government required the 
people’s participation and consent.96 
The campaign barbecues of the nineteenth century were not like those of the eighteenth 
century.  On the frontier and out of the hands of the Virginia gentry, barbecues shed their facade 
of hospitality and the manipulation inherent in electioneering became apparent.97  Rowdiness and 
drunkenness became defining characteristics of early nineteenth century campaign barbecues. 
Voters often gave their support to candidates who told the best stories and who they could drink 
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with.  For example, in his autobiography, A Narrative of the Life of David Crockett of the State 
of Tennessee, David Crockett, the legendary Tennessean legislator, recounts the first stump 
speech he delivered at a barbecue following a competitive squirrel hunt in 1821.  Before “the 
regular frolic commenced,” Crockett was called on “to make a speech as a candidate.” Even 
though he was running for a seat in the Tennessee General Assembly, electioneering was a 
“bran-fire new business” for Crockett, and he did not consider himself well versed in politics or 
speech making.   In spite of being “an ignorant back-woods bear hunter,” he was forced to give a 
speech by the other candidate who thought Crockett being “a candidate was a mere matter of 
sport.”  Crockett attempted to speak on issues he had no knowledge of until he “choaked up as 
bad as if” his “mouth had been jam'd and cram'd chock full of dry mush.”  He quickly changed 
his tactics, and instead of talking about issues, Crockett used the stump to tell the audience 
stories: 
At last I told them I was like a fellow I had heard of not long before. He was beating on 
the head of an empty barrel near the road-side, when a traveler, who was passing along, 
asked him what he was doing that for? The fellow replied, that there was some cider in 
that barrel a few days before, and he was trying to see if there was any then, but if there 
was he couldn't get at it. I told them that there had been a little bit of a speech in me a 
while ago, but I believed I couldn't get it out. They all roared out in a mighty laugh, and I 
told some other anecdotes, equally amusing to them, and believing I had them in a first-
rate way, I quit and got down, thanking the people for their attention.98  
After his speech, Crockett told the crowd that they should all “wet our whistles a little,” and they 
walked together to the “liquor stand,” where they all got drunk and continued to listen to 
Crockett as he told more “good humored stories.” Crockett’s competitor, who was well versed in 
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“government matters,” was left with a small crowd.  Following the barbecue, Crockett was 
elected, doubling his competitor and “nine votes over.”  Crockett was the antithesis of a Virginia 
gentleman and his campaign tactics represented the differentiation of the frontier from the 
Tidewater.   The opportunism that was on display at frontier barbecues through the exchange of 
votes for liquor, food, and entertainment, was exactly what critics of campaign barbecues in the 
1820s feared.  They believed that barbecues degraded the electoral process, creating lower 
standards for electing political leaders and would eventually lead to disorder and mob rule.99  
Many of these critics were accustomed to a political culture that valued the republican principles 
of a disinterested elite and a virtuous electorate. In a true republic, the people’s virtue relied on 
their self-sufficiency, independence, and ability to resist the appeals of a demagogue.  A republic 
also rested on the guidance of educated political leaders who could carry out their duties without 
submitting to the pressures of popular politics and the desire for self-aggrandizement.100  In 
eighteenth century Virginia, where the social structure was passably stable, the ruling class 
could, for the most part, maintain these republican principles and, under the veneer of hospitality, 
host campaign barbecues without criticism or fear of undermining the existing social order.  
Conversely, on the frontier the social order was still being sorted out and qualifications for 
political leadership were less stringent.  The campaign barbecues of the early nineteenth century, 
like that attended by Crockett, were symbolic displays of popular power that threatened 
republican ideals and represented the democratization of politics that was occurring on the 
frontier. Thus, while political barbecues were celebrations of the connections between candidates 
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and voters that lay at the core of democratic politics, they were also a threat to the existing 
political order founded on republican principles.101 
 Despite the concern and criticism surrounding campaign barbecues, these events 
continued to grow in popularity, evolving with the expansion of the electorate and the rise of an 
organized political system in the 1830s.  Following the rest of the nation, as a result of popular 
agitation and constitutional reform in the 1820s and 1830s, political democratization in the form 
of suffrage was advancing in the South, with the exceptions of South Carolina and Virginia.  In 
the decades prior, suffrage had been limited to property holding and tax paying white males.  
However, beginning in the southern frontier states, like Tennessee, Alabama, and Mississippi, 
these qualifications were dropped, widening the electorate to all white men and consequently 
democratizing the political system to create a republic in which all white men (and only white 
men) could identify with and participate in.  At the same time, following the presidency of 
Andrew Jackson, the two party political system emerged with the coalescence of the Whig party.  
Although two competing political factions, the Federalists and the Democratic Republicans, had 
existed since the early years of American nationhood, the two groups had been more like loose 
coalitions of political leaders sharing similar ideologies than organized political parties.102  
Although the Whig party only last for two decades, its rise solidified the establishment of the 
two-party political system that still exists today.   
As the party system became more organized and formalized, so too did campaign 
practices.  With the widening of democracy and the expansion of the electorate, the 
establishment of strong local organization and the adoption of wide reaching campaign tactics 
became increasingly important in order to influence voters.  Political parties led by professional 
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politicians needed disciplined partisanship from the electorate.103  Events in which candidates 
could engage with voters on a personal level were an excellent means for influencing the 
electorate.  These events included dinners, picnics, processions, and barbecues.  In the 
Antebellum South, both Democrats and Whigs utilized barbecues as partisan rallies, but also as a 
forum for public political debate between both parties.104  With the organization of the party 
system, campaign barbecues grew larger.  More and more of these events were hosted by groups 
of party and candidate supporters, rather than the candidates themselves.  Usually, these 
supporters formed an official committee that was in charge of planning the event, procuring the 
food and drink, and placing advertisements in the local newspaper.   As the events grew more 
formal, so too did the newspaper notices.  An 1844 announcement from The North-Carolina 
Standard of Raleigh, North Carolina read “The Democratic citizens of the counties of Warren, 
Franklin, Nash and Halifax will furnish a Barbecue at Ransom’s Bridge, on Saturday the 12th 
day of October next.  Several distinguished Democratic speakers are expected to address the 
meeting, and the people generally are invited to attend.”105  Instead of advertising the availability 
of food and liquor at the barbecue, as was done in notices for earlier campaign barbecues, 
advertisements from the 1830s and 1840s highlighted the political content and discourse featured 
at the event, rather than the pleasurable aspects of it.    
 In her autobiography Marion Harland, an author from Powhatan, Virginia, gave a 
description of a Democratic campaign barbecue she attended with her father in 1844.   Although 
Harland and her family were proud Whig supporters, they, like many other members of the 
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community, attended the festivities regardless of political orientation. Much of Harland’s 
description highlights her family’s allegiance to the Whig party.   As they walked to the 
barbecue, which was held “in a field on the outskirts of the village just beyond ‘Jordan’s 
Creek,’” Harland’s father talked to her about the “extraordinary importance” of the presidential 
election that year between Whig candidate Henry Clay and Democratic candidate James K. Polk. 
Harland’s father believed that Clay, “a beloved household word,” was “the wisest statesman and 
purest patriot in the land.”  Although Harland spent ample time critiquing the Democrats she 
encountered at the event, her description of the barbecue grounds illustrates the evolution of the 
campaign barbecue from the time of David Crockett: 
… my father and I leaned on a fence on the hither side of the creek and watched the 
proceedings of the cooks and managers about the al fresco kitchen. “Too many cooks 
spoil the dinner!" quoth I, as negroes bustled from fire to fire, and white men yelled their 
orders and counter-orders. "Not that it matters much what kind of victuals are served at a 
Democratic barbecue, so long as there is plenty to drink." 
… [W]e passed on to see the roasts. Shallow pits, six or seven feet long and four 
feet wide, were half filled with clear coals of hard hickory billets. Iron bars were laid 
across these, gridiron-like, and half-bullocks and whole sheep were cooking over the 
scarlet embers. There were six pits, each with its roast. The spot for the speakers' rostrum 
and the seats of the audience was well selected. A deep spring welled up in a grove of 
maples. The fallen red blossoms carpeted the ground, and the young leaves supplied 
grateful shade. The meadows sloped gradually toward the spring; rude benches of what 
we called "puncheon dogs"—that is, the trunks of trees hewed in half, and the flat sides 
laid uppermost—were ranged in the form of an amphitheatre.106 
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Unlike campaign barbecues of the early nineteenth century, at which candidates delivered 
speeches while literally standing on tree stumps, from Harland’s description it appears that the 
platform for speech-making evolved into an actual stage or “rostrum.”  Furthermore, innovations 
for audience seating were also been made by way of “puncheon dogs,” or benches made of 
halved tree trunks.  While the venue was still quite rustic, it appears to be much more 
sophisticated than the days of David Crockett, only twenty years earlier, when candidates would 
stand on tree stumps as the audience simply stood around listening. These innovations may have 
helped formalize the presentation and delivery of information at these events.  Harland’s 
description also highlights the continuities between the political barbecues of the nineteenth 
century and those of eighteenth century Virginia.  Harland gives an incredible amount of detail 
when describing the pits, carefully noting their dimensions, the number of pits, and even the type 
of wood used—hickory.  Despite her attention to detail, the pits over which “half-bullocks and 
whole sheep were cooking,” were very similar to the “large holes” described in the late 
eighteenth century by Lawrence Butler.  The location at which barbecues were held, whether it 
be plantation barbecues, Fourth of July barbecues, or campaign barbecues, also remained the 
same.  In order to escape the hot and humid weather that is characteristic of most southern states, 
especially in the summer and early fall, barbecues were held near running springs under a large 
tree or grove of trees.  
Alcohol also continued to be a major feature of campaign barbecues, a fact that is 
highlighted by Harland’s comment, “Not that it matters much what kind of victuals are served at 
a Democratic barbecue, so long as there is plenty to drink.”  However, while her comment was 
meant to be a critique of the Democratic party, it also reflected a growing sentiment against 
insobriety in the 1840s.  The hard drinking and subsequent rowdiness that characterized early 
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frontier barbecues became increasingly problematic as the campaign barbecue evolved and 
adapted to the formal party system.  Furthermore, alcohol only intensified political passions that, 
according to nineteenth century rhetoric, blinded voters.   In the presidential election of 1840, the 
Whig party made a concerted effort to win the support of southern women by inviting them to 
party rallies, speeches, and processions, who, by virtue of their moral superiority, could curb the 
political passions and drunkenness of their male counterparts.107  Furthermore, women who 
turned out to party rallies could better inform themselves in order to shape partisan families, 
remind men of the moral values that outweighed the importance of partisan politics, and confer 
morality on the party.108 However, while women were welcomed to attend campaign events, like 
barbecues, they were not actually allowed to vote.  Instead, the presence of women was only 
intended to symbolize virtue and bring decorum to barbecue events.   
 Another constant of barbecue events was the labor used to prepare the meal.  Although 
political campaign barbecues were public events, slaves still prepared the food. These slaves 
were typically owned by the prominent citizens in the community who were part of the 
committee in charge of organizing the barbecue.  Although Harland’s snarky comment, “Too 
many cooks spoil the dinner!” was meant to insult the Democrats, it also shows the amount of 
work going into the production of the food and the size of the event.  The more guests attending, 
the more carcasses needed to be roasted, and thus the more bodies needed to tend to them.   As 
the enslaved cooks performed their culinary duties, they were supervised by white men who 
yelled “their orders and counter-orders.”  Again, although Harland’s intention was to create an 
image of chaos in order to point out the inferiority of the Democrats, her description also brings 
to life the paranoid surveillance of the enslaved that was integral in a slave society. Together, her 
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statements about the enslaved cooks and those who monitor them, highlight the centrality of 
slavery in the production of the barbecue.    
Conclusion 
 As the nineteenth century continued on, barbecue events became permanent fixtures in 
the southern political and social landscape.  In tidewater Virginia, the gentry used the barbecue 
as a form of recreation that embodied the values of plantation society and solidified racial and 
social hierarchies. Once firmly established as a tradition among the Tidewater elite, barbecue 
spread south and west with migrating settlers.  After the American Revolution and on the 
southern frontier, barbecue shed its elite origins and its meaning once again transformed.  Out of 
this transformation of the Tidewater plantation barbecue, the Fourth of July barbecue and 
political campaign barbecue were born.  Democratized to include all citizens, these events 
functioned as celebrations of national identity and American citizenship. However, keeping in 
mind that citizenship was limited to white men and that the production of barbecue events 
continued to rely on the labor of enslaved black men, the barbecue event actually functioned as a 
space in which white men, and only white men, could celebrate a liberty and mastery founded on 
their shared whiteness and masculinity.  
 Although nineteenth century barbecues were essentially for white men, they were not 
limited to them.  As mentioned earlier, white women also attended barbecues, especially after the 
evolution of the campaign barbecue from the rough and tumble events in the days of David 
Crockett into the organized and formal partisan political rallies of the 1840s, like that attended by 
Marion Harland.  However, while women were present at barbecues, and often even encouraged 
to attend in hopes that their presence would moderate the excesses of alcohol and political 
passions, they could not participate in the celebration of white male mastery and liberty.  In an 
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attempt to counter the marginalization they faced and firmly insert themselves into the southern 
barbecue tradition, elite white women began publishing barbecue recipes.  
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 Southern Housewives: White Women and 
Barbecue Recipes in the Antebellum Period  
 
 
In the early nineteenth century, there was an expansion in the publishing of American 
cookbooks written by white American women. Prior to the 1790s, cookbooks circulating in the 
United States were written by English men and women, such as Hannah Glasse’s The Art of 
Cookery made Plain and Easy published in 1747, and were being reprinted in major American 
urban centers of publication, such as Boston or New York, in order to reach an American 
audience.  While some of these English reprints adapted recipes to American ingredients, for the 
most part, these cookbooks reflected an English culture and culinary tradition that Americans 
after 1783, with their newfound independence from the British Empire, began slowly moving 
away from.  In contrast to this earlier trend, twenty years after the American Revolution the first 
American cookbook, American Cookery, was written by Amelia Simmons and published in 
Hartford, Connecticut in 1796.  While many of the recipes were borrowed from British 
cookbooks—borrowing being a popular trend among cookbook authors throughout the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries—some of the recipes that appeared within the revolutionary 
work were uniquely American because of their use of indigenous agricultural products, such as 
corn, cranberries, turkey, and pearl ash, a leavening agent popular in colonial America.109  In the 
decades following the publication of Simmons’ work, the majority of cookbooks printed in the 
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United States continued to be either reprints or pirated editions of British cookbooks and of 
American Cookery.110   
Beginning in the 1820s and 1830s, the “housewife” cookbook, a new genre in American 
cookbooks arose and rapidly increased in popularity.  The first “housewife” cookbook, The 
Virginia Housewife, written by Mary Randolph, was published in 1824.  Randolph was part of 
the Virginia gentry and her cousin was Thomas Jefferson.  Unlike Simmons’ American Cookery, 
which was strongly influenced by and rooted in British recipes and cooking practices, The 
Virginia Housewife, often considered America’s first regional cookbook, departed from the older 
British culinary tradition by embracing local ingredients and reflected the realities of plantation 
life, the social role of the white mistress, and the institution of slavery.111  Meant for an audience 
of elite women in slaveholding households, The Virginia Housewife is very much about the 
management and organization of the plantation home, the domain of the mistress who was being 
increasingly marginalized from public and political life by the intertwining of masculinity and 
mastery.  In the homes of wealthy southern planters, cooking and housework were carried out by 
enslaved black women and men.  In order to uphold racialized ideas of labor and white men’s 
pride in shielding “ladies” from the exploitation of labor, the role of the plantation mistress was 
to manage her staff, rather than participating in any of the physical work.  In her introduction to a 
later edition of The Virginia Housewife, Randolph stressed that every morning the dinner table 
should be prepared with the “same scrupulous regard to exact neatness and method, as if a grand 
company was expected.”  In the kitchen, the mistress must review “all the articles intended for 
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dinner” because she “has no right to expect slaves or hired servants to be more attentive to our 
interest than we ourselves are.”  If the mistress was not methodical in her management of her 
staff, she would have the “horrible drudgery of keeping house all day.”112  Randolph’s comments 
about managing the household make commonplace the idea of slavery and servitude in the 
household, which in actuality was not the reality for most white households in the Antebellum 
South, and therefore highlights the fact that Randolph’s cookbook was intended for an audience 
of elite, white slaveholding women.  Furthermore, the notion that the table always needed to be 
set just in case unexpected company arrived adds a performative element to the role of the 
mistress.  Plantation mistresses demonstrated their status in the dining room and displayed their 
domestic prowess through courtly behavior and home management, not by cooking or 
housekeeping.113      
An early record of now-classic southern dishes, the cookbook includes recipes for catfish 
soup and curry; “Apoquiniminc cakes,” a form of beaten biscuits; and creole dishes made with 
okra, such as “Gumbs—a  W. Indian dish,” also called gumbo.114  Randolph even included a 
recipe for “barbacue shote,” “shote” being the “name given in the southern states to a fat young 
hog.”115  Randolph’s recipe for “barbacue shote” was not the first barbecue recipe ever 
published.  British cookbook authors had been publishing recipes for barbecued meats 
throughout the eighteenth century. For example, Richard Bradley’s The Country Housewife and 
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Lady’s Director published in 1732 included a recipe for “An Hog barbecued, or broiled whole,” 
in which he roasted a whole hog on a gridiron over hot coals.116  In the 1780s and 1790s, other 
British cookbooks also included directions “to barbecue a leg of pork,” which was actually 
roasted next to a fire instead of being barbecued over a pit of coals, as it would have been in the 
British American colonies.117  The pork was roasted on a spit beside a fireplace, basted with red 
wine, and the drippings were collected in a pan waiting beneath the spit. The drippings were then 
mixed with other ingredients, such as lemon, sweet, herbs, and butter, to create a gravy.118  Thus, 
while Randolph’s recipe was not the first published recipe for barbecue, it was the first barbecue 
recipe by an American cookbook author.    
More importantly, Randolph’s inclusion of a recipe for barbecue marked the beginning of 
a trend of writing barbecue recipes among white upper-class women in the South. This practice 
is particularly noticeable because, in the Antebellum south, barbecue was made by enslaved 
black men at barbecue events and these events featuring barbecue (both as a cooking method and 
final dish) were generally hosted and attended by white men.  While these events did not 
necessarily exclude white women from participating, they functioned as space in which white 
male mastery and liberty were celebrated, something white women were definitely not included 
in.  Thus in the American context, barbecue, as a cooking technique and a food, was extended, 
revised, and developed by African American men, and among the enslaved, the knowledge and 
expertise needed to make barbecue was shared orally.  By writing and publishing these recipes, 
elite white women appropriated the intellectual expertise and culinary tradition from black men, 
transforming their barbecue from an oral tradition into a written one, and simultaneously 
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transcribed the barbecue tradition for a wider audience.  In doing so, these women claimed the 
right to unquestioningly ascribe to themselves the intellectual and scientific right of discovery 
over barbecue and asserted a dominance that functioned as a way of countering their own 
marginalization by the white men around them. 
Randolph was from Virginia making it likely that she or her husband had attended a 
barbecue at some point in their lives given the prevalence of barbecues as a social activity.  
Despite her presumed awareness of barbecue, Mary Randolph’s recipe for “Barbacue Shote,” 
hardly resembles barbecue at all.  Instead of barbecuing the meat over a pit of coals outdoors, it 
was baked in a sauce: 
This is the name given in the southern states to a fat young hog, which, when the head 
and feet are taken off, and it is cut into four quarters, will weigh six pounds per quarter. 
Take a fore-quarter, make several incisions between the ribs, and stuff it with rich 
forcemeat; put it in a pan with a pint of water, two cloves of garlic, pepper, salt, two gills 
of red wine, and two of mushroom catsup, bake it and thicken the gravy with butter and 
brown flour; it must be jointed, and the ribs cut across before it is cooked, or it cannot be 
carved well; lay it in the dish with the ribs uppermost; if it be not sufficiently brown, add 
a little burnt sugar to the gravy, garnish with balls.119 
Instead of cooking the entire “fat young hog,” the recipe divided the carcass in four, and only 
utilized a fore-quarter.  In doing so, Randolph adapted barbecue, which was typically cooked 
outdoors over a pit of coals, for the indoor kitchen.  A six pound joint of meat was much more 
manageable than a twenty-four pound, whole carcass.  Unlike the outdoor barbecue events at 
which dozens to hundreds of people needed to be fed, an intimate meal at the home diminished 
the number of guests considerably.  Considering the significant size of immediate family, in 
addition to guests and visitors, six pounds of pork provided a decent amount of meat for a large 
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table, especially when stuffed with “rich forcemeat.”  Randolph’s presentation of this recipe 
suggested that she anticipated her readers might prepare this dish for guests, or following the 
values of southern hospitality, be ready for unexpected company.   
 In the context of barbecue, her recipe’s stated preparation of the meat was quite peculiar, 
particularly in the suggestion of a meat-based stuffing.  Typically used for dressing or garnish, 
forcemeat is a mixture of finely chopped or ground meat that has been heavily seasoned.120  The 
“balls” that Randolph wrote to be used to garnish the dish are presumably to be made of 
forcemeat as well.  Lastly, Randolph did not roast the meat and instead baked it in a sauce.  She 
did not take the time to explain what she meant by baking or how this should be achieved, but 
assumed the reader understood her methods.  Up until the middle of the nineteenth century, 
before wood and coal cookstoves became widely available and accepted in American kitchens, 
cooking was done on the hearth or over the fireplace, a practice that shaped the cooking tools and 
recipes of the era.121  In the South, upper-class households were slower to adopt cookstoves 
because they had slaves doing the demanding work of hearth cooking.122  Like pit cooking, with 
hearth cooking, cooks had to be skilled in managing the fire and its heat.  Roasting was typically 
done on a spit placed in front of the fire, a method Randolph was very fond of  and is 
exemplified by her statement, “No meat can be well roasted, except on a spit turned by a jack, 
and before a steady clear fire--other methods are no better than baking.”123  Despite her praise for 
roasting, Randolph chose to bake this forequarter of shote.  Some fireplaces were equipped with 
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built-in-brick ovens for baking, the presence of which indicated a family’s wealth.  Typically, a 
fire was built in the oven, heating the bricks.  Once the desired temperature had been met, the 
coals were removed and the food was baked using the residual heat.124  Being an elite woman 
herself and writing for an upper-class, or at least a literate audience, Randolph could have 
assumed that her readers would have an oven to bake the “barbacue shote.”  However, the 
forequarter of shoat could also have easily been baked in a large cast iron dutch oven on the 
hearth, a piece of equipment that was common in most households.  In calling for the barbecue to 
baked indoors, instead of roasted over a pit of coals outdoors, Randolph brought barbecue into 
the private domain.  Intended to be served to family and guests at the dinner table in the private 
dining room, Randolph created a space around barbecue that was located in the female sphere of 
influence.  This directly opposed the traditional setting at which barbecue was served—public 
outdoors events, attended by men and women of all classes—which was in the male sphere of 
influence. 
Despite Randolph’s innovations to American cookery and the regionalism reflected in 
many of her recipes, some aspects of her cookbook remain in line with traditional British 
cooking.  This Britishness is reflected in the sauce she chooses to bake her barbecue in: “… put it 
in a pan with a pint of water, two cloves of garlic, pepper, salt, two gills of red wine, and two of 
mushroom catsup…”  Later in the cookbook, Randolph offered a recipe for “Mushroom Catsup.” 
Mushroom caps were salted, crushed, boiled for “some time,” and then strained through a cloth.  
This thick, pasty liquid was mixed with “salt to your taste, a few cloves of garlic, and a quarter of 
an ounce of cloves pounded, to a peck of mushrooms” and then boiled “till reduced to less than 
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half the original quantity.”125  The end product claimed to produce a thick, chunky ketchup, 
which was bottled and used to create other sauces.  According to food historian, Karen Hess, the 
basis for Randolph’s sauce, mushroom ketchup and red wine, is “eighteenth century English.”126  
Randolph’s barbecue recipe strongly resembled those of late eighteenth century England.  After 
the pork was baked, the ingredients and drippings in the pan were mixed with “butter and brown 
flour” to create a thick gravy.   
Like all of her recipes, the measurements Randolph gave for her sauce are rather exact. 
She uses a “pint of water” and “two gills of red wine, and two of mushroom catsup,” a gill being 
a measure of liquid equivalent to a half pint.127  While this exactness embodied the 
methodicalness that Randolph preached, it also represented the larger purpose of a cookbook: 
replication.  Published for the use of others, the recipes that are contained within cookbooks need 
to be easily understood and repeated by their readers.  If measurements are not given, the end 
product of a recipe would be entirely different from what is intended.  While Randolph gave 
measurements for ingredients, she did not prescribe any specific cooking time.  The absence of 
this important information reveals that Randolph believed those executing the recipes had some 
knowledge about cooking in order to gage when the “barbacue shote” was done.  If it is taken 
into account that Randolph’s audience was other upper-class, white women—plantation 
mistresses in particular—the individuals actually cooking these recipes would be their kitchen 
staff, which in the Antebellum South, were presumably enslaved black women and men.   Thus, 
the expertise needed to prepare Randolph’s recipes, such as “barbacue shote,” would be held by 
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black female and male cooks.  In addition to allowing for the replication of recipes, because The 
Virginia Housewife was about the management and organization of the plantation home, the 
exact measurements Randolph gave also allowed for the monitoring of a mistress’s cooks—a 
type of surveillance characteristic of a slave society.  While black women did make up a majority 
of the cooks in slaveholding households, many plantation kitchens also had black male cooks.  
Some of these enslaved men even were sent to Paris to be trained as chefs in the art of French 
cooking.128  For example, Thomas Jefferson famously took the brother of Sally Hemings, his 
enslaved paramour, to France to be trained as a French chef.  In the kitchen, these enslaved men 
had to submit to the authority of the plantation mistress, a subordination and implicit violence 
that emasculated enslaved men and empowered the plantation mistress. 
In 1839, fifteen years after the publication of Randolph’s The Virginia Housewife, the 
first Kentucky cookbook, The Kentucky Housewife written by Lettice Bryan, was published in 
Cincinnati, Ohio.  Born in 1805 as Lettice Pierce, Bryan’s family had originally migrated to 
Kentucky from Virginia and had large landholdings in eastern Kentucky.129  Her familial 
background, in conjunction with her husband’s medical profession, meant that despite being on 
the frontier Bryan was a part of a small elite.130  Considered one of the three “southern 
housewife” cookbooks, alongside The Virginia Housewife and Sarah Rutledge’s The Carolina 
Housewife published in 1847, The Kentucky Housewife reflected the foodways of the region’s 
upper-class white households and, like Randolph and Rutledge, was meant for an elite audience 
that consisted of the mistresses of large households.131  Bryan stressed the importance of proper 
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household management and organization, with an added emphasis on the governance of 
household servants and slaves.  In her introduction, Bryan stated, “Have established rules for 
domestics and slaves to be governed by, and fail not to give them such advice as is really 
necessary to promote their own welfare as well as your own.”132  While the mistress was in 
charge of managing her staff, equipment, and ingredients, it was her staff, composed of enslaved 
black women and men, that was in charge of cooking and therefore would have executed the 
recipes presented in the Bryan’s work.    
As the book’s description boasts, The Kentucky Housewife was exhaustive, containing 
more than one thousand three hundred recipes.  While most of her work was dedicated to food 
preparation, Bryan also included recipes and general remarks on food processing and 
preservation, food for the sick, household remedies, cosmetics, and cleaning agents.133 Included 
within this canon of southern delicacies was a recipe entitled “To Barbecue Shoat.”  Unlike 
Randolph’s version, Bryan’s recipe more closely resembles the preparation of barbecue at 
eighteenth and nineteenth century outdoor events: 
Take either a hind or fore quarter, rub it well with salt, pepper, and a small portion of 
molasses, and if practicable, let it lie for a few hours; then rinse it clean, and wipe it dry 
with a cloth, and place it on a large gridiron, over a bed of clear coals.  Do not barbecue it 
hastily, but let it cook slowly for several hours, turning it over occasionally, basting it 
with nothing but a little salt-water and pepper, merely to season and moisten it a little.  
When it is well done, serve it without garnish, and having the skin taken off, which 
should be done before it is put down to roast, squeeze over it a little lemon juice, and 
accompany it with melted butter and wine, bread sauce, raw sallad, slaugh, or cucumbers, 
and stewed fruit.  Beef may be barbecued in the same manner.134 
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All of Bryan’s recipes were intended to be cooked using a hearth or fireplace, and her recipe for 
barbecue is no exception.  Like the outdoor barbecue pits, cooking on the hearth was done using 
the hot coals generated from the fireplace rather than direct flames.  The hot coals from the log 
fire were distributed to different places on the hearth to heat individual utensils. These utensils 
included gridirons, Dutch ovens, and skillets, most of which were made of cast iron.135  In her 
recipe for barbecue, Bryan used a gridiron on the hearth to roast the quarter of shoat over hot 
coals.  Although Bryan did say what the size of the quarter of shoat should be, if Randolph’s 
weight estimates for a forequarter of shoat—at least six pounds—is kept in mind, then one could 
assume that the gridiron needed in Bryan’s recipe should be fairly large.  When used in hearth 
cooking, the open iron frames typically had short legs and handles.136  Before being used, the 
gridiron had to be hot and well greased—usually with lard—to prevent sticking. Coals were then 
shoveled underneath.  As with many of her recipes, Bryan calls for “a bed of clear coals,” which 
presumably means without a lot of ash.137  Although gridirons were typically used for broiling, 
Bryan made an effort to say, “Do not barbecue it hastily, but let it cook slowly for several 
hours…”  In doing so, she essentially told her readers not to broil the shoat. Furthermore, by 
slowly cooking the meat, the recipe better emulates the barbecue process at outdoor events.   
Cooking using the fireplace and hearth was incredibly hard work and had a high likelihood for 
injury.  Since much of the cooking was done a little above floor level, the cook had to be bent 
over to tend to the cast iron pots and gridirons, which were heavy and when in use, very hot.138  
In order to continuously generate coals, the fire had to periodically fed with firewood and 
properly monitored.  The dangerous nature and difficulty of this work further suggests the use of 
                                                 
135 Willigen, Kentucky's Cookbook Heritage, 26. 
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137 Ibid., 26. 
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enslaved labor.   Instead of risking their own bodies, elite white women endangered the bodies 
the black women, men, and children working in their kitchens. The recipe for barbecue, and all 
of Bryan’s recipes for that matter, never discuss the dangers involved in the cooking process, and 
the consumer of the delectable final product, eating at the dining table far away from the perils of 
the hot kitchen, has no idea of the labor cost involved in the production of that final product.   
 Unlike Randolph who focused primarily on the sauce she baked her shoat in, Bryan was 
more concerned with the cooking process.  As mentioned, she cooked the quarter of shoat slowly 
over hardwood coals, as would done at a barbecue event.  Instead of cooking in a sauce, she 
recommended basting the meat with “a little salt-water and pepper” to keep it moist, a practice 
that was also done at outdoor barbecues.139  For the most part, what differentiates her process 
from the outdoor practice was her decision to rub the raw shoat with “salt, pepper, and a small 
portion of molasses.” Today, rubs are quite common in the barbecue world, but in the nineteenth 
century they were not.  By rubbing the meat with salt and allowing it to “lie for a few hours,” 
Bryan essentially dry brined, which locked in moisture and tenderized the meat. Bryan later 
noted in the recipe that the skin should be “taken off,” this would allow the salt to better 
permeate the meat.  A common complaint at some nineteenth century barbecue events was that 
the meat was dried out.  By dry brining and basting the meat, Bryan ensured that the end product 
of her recipes did not succumb to this horrible fate.  And while rubs were rare, what is peculiar 
about her rub is the addition of “a small portion of molasses.” Like rubs, the sweetness often 
associated with barbecue today was not standard in the nineteenth century.  The molasses may 
                                                 
139 At outdoor barbecue events, pots of basting liquid, usually consisting of melted butter, 
vinegar and/or water, and salt and pepper, were kept along the sides of the pit, and the cooks 
would move up and down, basting the meat with long-handled brushes. Moss, Barbecue, 49. 
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have served as a sort of coloring agent as well.  As the pork roasted, the sugars of the molasses 
would have caramelized, creating a rich, brown color appealing to both the eye and palate.      
While her step by step directions for cooking the shoat are very clear, Bryan remained 
vague about ingredient quantities and cooking times, a theme in many, if not most, of the recipes 
contained within The Kentucky Housewife. In her recipe for barbecue, she only used language 
like “a little” or “a small portion” and “well done.”  Bryan’s reasoning for this elusiveness is 
illuminated by the book’s preface. Considered “unnecessary references,” Bryan “avoided 
inserting such directions as would prove injurious rather than instructive—one of which that is 
common in works of this kind, is the giving of the precise length of time to prepare a dish, which 
must be intuitively perceived by every reflecting mind.”140  Although these recipes allowed for 
replication, the lack of certain, “injurious” instruction, revealed that cooking was a profoundly 
individual process and a skill that relied on expertise and practice, as well as intuition.  As 
mentioned earlier, hearth cooking was reliant on fire and hot coals.  Both required constant 
attention.  The fire needed to be fed, both with logs and oxygen.  In order to maintain a steady 
heat, coals needed to be monitored and replenished.  Just like the barbecue pit masters, cooks 
needed to be skilled in managing the fire and its heat.  Important factors that affected the amount 
of heat produced by the fire or coals included distance, wood size and type, the extent of ash 
covering, and the amount of draft.141  With all of these factors in mind, it makes sense why 
Bryan avoided giving an arbitrary cooking time and instead used the meat’s doneness as 
indicator of when the barbecue was ready to be served.  Cooking barbecue, both indoors in front 
of a hearth and outdoors over a pit, required an instinctive knowledge that could not be replaced 
by any written direction, no matter how thorough.  
                                                 
140 Bryan, The Kentucky Housewife, v.  
141 Willigen, Kentucky's Cookbook Heritage, 26. 
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In contrast with Randolph’s recipe, Bryan told her readers to serve the barbecue shoat 
“without garnish.”  While Randolph refashioned barbecue to fit the elegance of the dining room, 
Bryan presented barbecue in a way that was similar to the meal served at barbecue events. She 
did not add any extravagant sauce, but instead simply suggested squeezing lemon juice on the 
barbecued pork.  Bryan also provided a list of accompaniments: “… melted butter and wine, 
bread sauce, raw sallad, slaugh, or cucumbers, and stewed fruit.”  Many of the sides Bryan 
suggested often accompanied roasted meat in general, such as bread sauce, cucumbers, and 
stewed fruit; her inclusion of “slaugh” is quite interesting and may be reflective of side dishes 
served at outdoor barbecue events, especially considering coleslaw’s popularity as a barbecue 
accompaniment today across barbecue regions.  The Kentucky Housewife included two recipes 
for “slaugh,” one cold and the other warm.  Bryan did not specify whether she accompanied 
barbecue with cold or warm slaugh, but her recipe for “Cold Slaugh” closely resembles today’s 
many variations of coleslaw, a simple mix only using chopped cabbage, vinegar, whole white 
mustard seeds, salt, and pepper, and she stressed, “Never put butter on cabbage that is to be eaten 
cold, as it is by no means pleasant to the taste or sight.”142   
In 1867, two years after the end of the civil war, Mrs. Hill’s New Cook Book written by 
Annabella P. Hill of La Grange, Georgia, was published by James O’Kane of New York.  Born 
in 1810, Hill was of the same generation as Lettice Bryan.  Her parents, Major John Edmonds 
and Annabella Burwell Dawson, were wealthy and socially prominent Virginians who migrated 
to Georgia in 1802, settling on a plantation near Madison, Georgia, where Hill was born and 
                                                 
142 Bryan, The Kentucky Housewife, 193. In addition to being warmed in a skillet, Bryan’s recipe 
for “Warm Slaugh” also includes butter.  
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raised.143  Like Bryan, her family was well-off and had elite Virginia roots.  Hill married a 
prominent lawyer and statesman, joining a small, elite professional class.  Mrs. Hill’s New Cook 
Book is often considered a product of Reconstruction, in part due to its date and place of 
publication and the introduction that discusses problems facing housewives following the Civil 
War.  However, Mrs. Hill’s New Cook Book is actually a major record of antebellum southern 
cookery alongside The Virginia Housewife and The Kentucky Housewife.  Hill’s heyday as a 
housewife was during the 1830s, ‘40s, and ‘50s.  Therefore, her book is reflective of antebellum 
cookery rather than that of Reconstruction.  By the late 1860s, the wood-fired cooking range was 
replacing the old age practice of hearth and fireplace cooking.144  Despite this innovation, Hill’s 
instructions mostly dictate older, open-hearth methods such as spit-roasting, broiling on a 
gridiron set over coals, and baking in a Dutch oven, even noting that the stove oven is inferior for 
certain kinds of cooking.145  Furthermore, considering commodity shortages during and after the 
Civil War, such as paper, it is more likely that Hill collected and wrote these recipes throughout 
her lifetime rather than in the years following the war.  This presumption is supported by the fact 
that most, if not all, of her recipes make no substitutions for scarce domestic items or imported 
goods.146  
While the body of Hill’s work follows suit with antebellum cooking practices, her 
dedication, written closer to the time of publication than the actual recipes, reveals more about 
the social context of Reconstruction and her intended audience.  Dedicated to “young and 
                                                 
143  Damon L. Fowler, "Historical Commentary," preface to Mrs. Hill's Southern Practical 
Cookery and Receipt Book, by Annabelle P. Hill and Damon L. Fowler, facsimile ed. (Columbia, 
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inexperienced Southern housekeepers,” Hill hoped to reach the “thousands of young women… 
taking upon themselves the responsibilities of housekeepers, a position for which their 
inexperience and ignorance of household affairs renders them wholly unfitted.”147 The young 
housewives Hill addressed faced a different reality than those of her youth.  Although only a 
small percentage of the white South owned slaves, for the elite households that did, like that of 
Hill and her family, emancipation freed their enslaved domestic laborers that had done all of the 
household work and cooking.  However, this did not mean that former slaveholding households 
could not and did not turn to free black wage labor to staff their homes.  Many did, and in doing 
so, attempted to recreate a set of social and economic hierarchies reminiscent of the past.  
Reminiscing over the days of slavery, Hill noted that “things are changed… ‘mother’s cook’ and 
‘trained servants’ are remembered as among the good spirits that ministered to the luxury and 
ease of by-gone days.”148  Before the war, the role of the southern plantation mistress had been 
defined by her ability to manage her household and staff, and her unsuitability for actual labor.  
Faced with what Hill called the “peculiar crisis” of Reconstruction, former slaveholding women 
needed to expand their domestic duties and redefine their role within the household to include 
the physical labor involved in housework.  In his short introduction to Mrs. Hill’s New Cook 
Book, Reverend Ebenezer W. Warren preached that “As woman has been queen in the parlor, so, 
if need be, she will be queen in the kitchen… to be both healthy and happy, we should be both 
usefully and profitably employed.”149  Warren held up a new feminine ideal for southern women, 
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 Annabelle P. Hill, Mrs. Hill's Southern Practical Cookery and Receipt Book, ed. Damon L. 
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one where women’s domestic labor was part of their moral contributions to the household and 
basis for their physical health and happiness.150   
Mrs. Hill’s New Cook, incredibly detailed, follows the earlier trend of offering over one 
thousand recipes.  In addition to providing recipes for cooking and baking, Hill also gave recipes 
for medicinal products and household cleaning agents. Included within this extensive volume, is 
the recipe, “To Barbecue Any Kind of Fresh Meat.”  Like Bryan, it seemed that some of Hill’s 
instructions were for barbecuing meat on a gridiron on the hearth.  However, in contrast with 
both Randolph and Bryan, Hill also instructed to barbecue a whole carcass over a pit of coals 
outdoors: 
Gash the meat.  Broil slowly over a solid fire.  Baste constantly with a sauce composed of 
butter, mustard, red and black pepper, vinegar.  Mix these in a pan, and set it where the 
sauce will keep warm, not hot.  Have a swab made by tying a piece of clean, soft cloth 
upon a stick about a foot long; dip this in the sauce and baste with it.  Where a large 
carcass is barbecued, it is usual to dig a pit in the ground outdoors, and lay narrow bars of 
wood across.  Very early in the morning fill the pit with wood; set it burning and in this 
way heat it very hot.  When the wood has burned to coals, lay the meat over.  Should the 
fire need replenishing, keep a fire burning, from which draw coals, and scatter evenly in 
the pit under the meat.  For barbecuing a joint, a large gridiron answers well; it needs 
constant attention; should be cooked slowly and steadily.151  
The recipe Hill presented has two parts.  She began by giving directions for barbecuing a joint of 
meat indoors.  However, her instruction is interrupted by a lengthy discussion of how a large 
carcass is usually barbecued outdoors.  Hill’s interjection about outdoor barbecuing and some of 
her language choices make the recipe slightly confusing. First, she tells the reader to “Gash the 
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meat.”  It could be assumed that Hill is directing her reader to butcher the meat to the appropriate 
or desired size, or she could have meant to literally stab the meat with little holes.  She then 
directs the reader to “Broil slowly over a solid fire.”  However, this direction seems to contradict 
her discussion of how, outdoors, a large carcass should be barbecued over coals.  It is much more 
difficult to “broil slowly” over a “solid fire” then it would be over a bed of hot coals.  Over a 
fire, the meat would broil quickly and possibly burn, rather than achieving the desired slow 
cooking necessary for barbecue. 
 Despite some of her contradictory language, in her detailed direction for barbecuing a 
large carcass outdoors, Hill demonstrated her familiarity with the process.  She understood that a 
pit needed to be dug, bars needed to be placed across the pit, wood needed to be burnt down into 
coals, and that a source for fresh coals needed to be ready to replenish those already being used. 
She also recognized that this process was lengthy and should be started “early in the morning.” 
Furthermore, her direction for basting the meat with a “clean, soft cloth” tied “upon a stick” 
emulated the process for basting conducted at outdoor barbecue events.  Her detailed knowledge 
of and familiarity with the barbecue process would suggest that she had most likely attended a 
barbecue event, especially considering that Hill’s husband was involved in politics and ran for 
local office. 
 Alongside her in depth knowledge of the outdoor barbecue process, the ingredients for 
her barbecue sauce also indicated a certain intimacy with barbecue.  In the sauce section of the 
cookbook, Hill gave exact measurements for her barbecue sauce, highlighting her intention to 
make it easy for inexperienced housewives to replicate.  The recipe read, “Melt half a pound of 
butter; stir into it a large tablespoon of mustard, half a teaspoon of red pepper, one of black, salt 
to taste; add vinegar until the sauce has a strong acid taste.  The quantity of vinegar will depend 
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upon strength of it.” Unlike today’s many regional varieties of barbecue sauce, during the 
nineteenth century, the combination of butter or some other fat, vinegar, salt, pepper, and red 
pepper, was the standard sauce used for barbecue throughout the South.152   For example, in 1853 
Sarah Frances Hicks, a New Yorker who had married a North Carolinian, wrote home from 
North Carolina saying, “Red Pepper is much used to flavor meat with the famous ‘barbecue’ of 
the South & which I believe they esteem above all dishes is roasted pig dressed with red pepper 
& vinegar.”153  This taste for red pepper, like cayenne, was one that had been heavily influenced 
by the enslaved black men making barbecue at eighteenth and nineteenth century events.  
According to food historian Karen Hess, the vinegar and pepper sauces that would come to 
characterize nineteenth century barbecue originated out of the Caribbean and were brought to the 
southern colonies by enslaved Africans.154  Many of the slaves in the Caribbean came from 
regions in West Africa where there was a tradition of eating cooked meats with a sauce made 
from lime or lemon and hot peppers.155  Transported with the forced migration of enslaved 
African men and women across the Atlantic, in the Caribbean this sauce was adapted to 
indigenous hot peppers, like cayenne.  By the late seventeenth century, buccaneers in the French 
West Indies were roasting meat over coals, in a manner similar to southern barbecue, basting and 
serving it with a sauce composed of lemon juice, salt, and cayenne pepper.156  Once this sauce 
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was transported to Virginia, the lemon juice component of the West African and Caribbean 
sauces was replaced by vinegar because citrus fruits were often an imported luxury item.157 
 By writing and publishing barbecue recipes, Mary Randolph, Lettice Bryan, and Anabelle 
P. Hill, forcibly inserted themselves into the southern barbecue tradition.  By adapting the 
outdoor barbecue for the indoor kitchen—whether it be by changing the preparation method, 
serving the finished product at the dining table, or simply preparing smaller quantities of meat—
these women brought barbecue into the female sphere of influence.  However, considering that 
southern barbecue, as a food and cooking process, was developed by enslaved black men at 
outdoor barbecue events hosted and attended primarily by white men, these women appropriated 
the culinary and intellectual expertise of black men, and ascribed to themselves the right of 
discovery over barbecue.  In doing so, they attempted to assert a dominance that countered the 
marginalization they experienced at the hands of the white men around them.   Although these 
women published barbecue recipes, because they were the mistresses of slaveholding 
households, and therefore managers and not laborers, they did not actually do any cooking.  
Instead, it was enslaved black women and men laboring in the hot kitchens who executed these 
recipes.  In asserting their dominance in the home, elite white women, like Randolph, Bryan, and 
Hill, asserted a mastery over the enslaved that attempted to replicate the mastery demonstrated 
by white men at public barbecue events.  
                                                                                                                                                             
belly of the pig was then filled with “lime-juice and plenty of salt and crushed pimento.” The 
French called the chili peppers indigenous to the Americas piment. The gravy from the roast pig 
and another mixture of lime-juice, pepper, salt, and pimento were then presented as table sauces 
available for each guest to use “according to his taste.” Père Labat, The Memoirs of Père Labat, 
trans. John Eaden (London: Frank Cass & Company Limited, 1970), 52-57. Jeane Andrews, 
"Chili Peppers," in Acceptance to Food Politics, ed. Solomon H. Katz, vol. 1,Encyclopedia of 
Food and Culture (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 2003), 370. 
157 Reed, Holy Smoke, 27. 
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Conclusion  
  The sun was shining and a cool breeze was gently rustling the leaves of the maple trees 
that formed the perimeter of the yard.  As the smoke billowed out from the steel smokestack, the 
sweet smell of barbecued pork shoulder filled the air.  I sat there impatient, partially reclined in 
the plastic Adirondack, sipping a pale ale, while staring intently at the temperature gage.  It was 
the third time I was attempting to perfect the process of making pulled pork.  I woke up at seven, 
hoping to get the meat on by eight.  The night before, I rubbed the shoulder down with a mixture 
of salt, pepper, brown sugar, paprika, garlic powder, onion powder, and cayenne pepper.  I had 
also made sure to soak the hickory wood chips overnight.  The only thing I had to do in the 
morning was start the coals, mix together vinegar, onion, and jalapeno for a basting liquid, and 
whip up a Piedmont North Carolina style sauce.  Although I have never been to North Carolina, I 
trusted Steven Raichlen, author of the Barbecue! Bible, to guide me in the right direction.  There 
I was, six hours later sitting in my backyard, waiting, hoping that the temperature was at a 
constant and that the built-in thermometer was telling the truth, resisting the urge to open up the 
lid to the Brinkman smoker, and hoping that I would be eating a succulent, pulled pork sandwich 
before ten o’clock that night.    
Prompted by my love for southern barbecue, I decided to explore barbecue as a topic of 
interest for my senior project.  As I flipped through the literature documenting barbecue, which 
included historical texts, ethnographic studies, and cookbooks, some things became glaringly 
apparent to me.  First, barbecue has many definitions which make writing about it and reading 
about it a little confusing at times.  Second, while much of the literature stated that barbecue has 
a very long history in the United States, it often failed to discuss the narrative of barbecue before 
the twentieth century.   A lot of times certain texts would briefly talk about barbecue’s 
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Indigenous American origins or how barbecue,  as a food and cooking method, was  developed 
by enslaved black men in the Antebellum South.  However, these important discussions were 
limited to a few sentences or paragraphs.  Although I had originally wanted to do my project on 
the entire history of southern barbecue, the more research I did, the more frustrated I grew with 
the lack of attention given to barbecue’s earlier history and blatant disregard of barbecue’s role 
in the experiences of colonialism and slavery.  Therefore, instead of giving a comprehensive 
history, I chose to focus on the history of southern barbecue before the Civil War, and attempted 
to highlight the experiences of colonialism and slavery embedded within this early history by 
putting barbecue in dialogue with the socioeconomic conditions of the antebellum South.  
 In order to map the transformation of barbecue from an Indigenous American structure 
and practice into a southern tradition, this project first explored the etymology of the word 
“barbecue,” which revealed the Indigenous origins of barbecue.  European colonial accounts 
from the sixteenth and eighteenth century were then used to reconstruct the barbecue practices of 
various Indigenous peoples throughout the south eastern region of North America. Depending 
where in the region these peoples were situated, the barbecue structure was used to either roast or 
smoke meat.   While these accounts focus heavily on Indigenous technology and cooking 
methods, the reveal very little about the context in which the barbecue structure was used, 
making it difficult to pinpoint whether or not barbecue was a gendered activity.  Instead, these 
sources reveal more about European notions of gender than they do the role of gender in 
Indigenous barbecue practices.   
 In the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, barbecue transformed from an 
Indigenous structure and cooking practice, into a colonial event and practice in Tidewater 
Virginia, a transformation brought on by the convergence of Native American, West African, 
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and English cultures.  Predicated on slave labor, the barbecue event manifested the values of 
Tidewater plantation society and reinforced racial and social hierarchies necessary for stability in 
a slave society.   Once firmly established as a tradition among the Virginia elite, southern 
barbecue spread.  However, following the American Revolution, the meaning of the barbecue 
event changed.  On the frontier and out of the hands of the Virginia elite, barbecue became a 
form of democratic celebration and the plantation barbecue of the Tidewater evolved into the 
Fourth of July barbecue and political campaign barbecue.  Democratized to include all citizens, 
these events functioned as celebrations of national identity and American citizenship.  However, 
keeping in mind that citizenship was limited to white men and that the production of barbecue 
events continued to rely on the labor of enslaved black men, the barbecue event actually 
functioned as a space in which white men could celebrate a liberty and mastery founded on their 
shared whiteness and masculinity.   
 Finally, this project examined the role of elite, white women in the southern barbecue 
tradition by analyzing the barbecue recipes of Mary Randolph, Lettice Bryan, and Annabelle P. 
Hill.  By publishing barbecue recipes in the Antebellum period, these women attempted to 
include themselves in the barbecue tradition and transcribe it for a wider audience.  However, it 
is important to keep in mind that in the antebellum South barbecue was made by enslaved black 
men at events held and attended by white men.  Therefore, these women appropriated the 
intellectual and culinary expertise of enslaved black men and then attributed to themselves the 
intellectual and scientific right of creation over barbecue.  Furthermore, in writing themselves 
into the barbecue tradition, these women asserted a dominance that was intended to oppose the 
marginalization they experienced by the white men around them.   
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 This history of barbecue does not end in the nineteenth century. It continued to transform 
throughout the twentieth century to become the regional varieties recognizable today.  Even now, 
the barbecue tradition continues to evolve, making transformation one of the major constants 
throughout barbecue’s history.  Although many traditionalists, like John Shelton Reed, fear the 
demise of the southern barbecue tradition, a barbecue renaissance may be upon us.  As briefly 
discussed in the introduction to this project, barbecue has recently been “discovered” by 
professionally trained chefs.  However, although the twentieth century form of barbecue was 
characterized by its affordability and casual nature, this “discovery” by the culinary elite may be 
bringing barbecue into realm of fine dining, and in oddly ironic way, revisiting its upper-class 
roots among the eighteenth century Virginia gentry.  
  While the plate of barbecue in front of you is ephemeral, its history is not.  The 
pleasurable aspects of food often cloud an eater’s mind, especially with good barbecue.  The 
smokey taste of succulent pork and tang of a spicy, sweet sauce, fills the belly, sooths the mind, 
and often leaves a hungry eater asking for more.  But southern barbecue is much more than just 
lip smacking good food (or grill, backyard hangout, and cooking method using hardwood coals). 
It is also lens through which complicated historical processes involving gender, race, and class in 
the American South are uncovered.  
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